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AN INVESTIGATICM OF THE TRADITIONAL AND NON-TRADITIONAL COLLEGE
STODEMTS* PERCEIVED BENEFITS REGARDING PARTICIPATIF
IN THE COOPERATIVE EDUCATIF PROGRAM

Beatrice C. Ullrich, Ed.D.
Western Michigan University, 1988
Cooperative education has beccxne an important corrponent of edu
cation.

The basis for cooperative education is that learning occurs

outside the classroom as well as in the classroom.

The shift in em

ployment patterns from an industrial society to a knowledge and in
formation based society means that many of the existing types of jobs
will disappear.

The value of cooperative educaticxi exists in its

ability to provide a transition from school to work and its flexibil
ity to respond to industries' needs and individuals' training needs.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the differences of
the traditional cooperative education student and the non-traditional
cooperative education student with respect to benefits perceived from
the various dimensions of the cocperative educaticxi program.

Stu

dents participating in the cooperative education program at Macomb
Community College in Warren, Michigan were selected for this study.
A self-administered guesticxmaire was used to collect data re
garding the various danografhic characteristics (age, gender, marital
status, prior work experiaice) and individual needs (primary objec
tive, desired credential outcome, academic achievement, job place
ment) . The chi-square test of independence at an algha level of .05
was applied to determine differences between the traditional and
non-traditicxial cooperative education students.
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Findings of this stu^ identified differences between the tra
ditional cooperative education students and the non-traditional coop
erative education students with regards to the primary objective for
participating in the cooperative education program and the conveni
ence of the geogr^hical locaticai of the job assignment.

No differ

ences were found with regards to the desired credential outcome,
grade point average, or time availability of the jc* placement as
signment.
The various aspects which influence the distinction between tra
ditional and nonrtraditional students, the diversity in the coopera
tive education methods, and the cooperative relationship between the
ins1u.tution, the employer, and the student has increased the aware
ness of the coitplexity in the inter-relationships of the cooperative
education program.

Through this investigation, additional research

is recommended to provide strategies in developing alternatives with
in the cooperative education program vhich will better serve the fu
ture population in the inter-relationship of academic and work exper
ience.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODOCTION

Coqperative education, once considered an innovative and unique
educational plan, has become an important component of education.
Cocperative education is one approach \diicii has been successful not
only in upgrading the quality of hic^ier education and making college
itself financially attainable for more students, but also in giving
students the opportunity to experience "learning in action" (Gihbcais,
1969).

The model for cocperatdve éducation, however, is one vAich

was designed for the traditional student and may be in need of fur^
ther refinanent before similar benefits cxuld accrue to the non-tra
ditional student.
Interchangeable terms for cooperative education are experiential
education or leaxming and work-experience education.
fer to programs having the following characteristics:

These terms re
(a) Accredited

school time is divided between the classroom and the work-plaoe (al
ternating school semesters or terms, or dividing work days) ; (b) the
type of work the student is assigned complements his or her learning
experience; and (c) the institution and participating employers co^
exist as partners in deciding procxedures for selection of students,
evaluating and repox±ing student performance, and achieving a blend
of program content (Lusterman & Gorlin, 1980).
The basis for cooperative education is that learning occurs out
side the classroom as well as in a classroom.

Dean Hannan Schnieder
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(lyier, 1961) from the University of Cincinnati perceived the combi
nation of work and study as an integral part of the educaticn pro
cess.

He was ccxivinced that if college students could spend a por

tion of time working in industry, applying the knowledge and theory
gained in school to practical work situations, their education would
become more relevant and therefore would be of a hi^er quality.
Haggerty (1981) found that the greatest value of experiential learn
ing for students was providing life eiqperiences outside of the classrocxn vhich complemented and enhanced their academic studies.
Cocperative education is one approach in linking the business
world and educational programs.

The need for this partnership may

never be greater than it is txiday due to shiftzs in employment pat
terns and the work society.

Businesses will depend on schools to

update the training of their current workers and provide experienced
high school graduates for future arployment needs.

Schools and

businesses will each be critical to the survival of the other
(Cetron, Soriano, & Gayle, 1985b).
The changing face of the work force has seen an increase in
part-time work, an increase in white collar occupations, and an in
crease in Idle rate of job turn-over (Herr and Cramer, 1984).

This

change is in response to demand factors vhich relate to the size and
relative distribution of workers across occupations and industries.
This is occurring mainly because of a decline in employment in agri
culture and manufacturing and increased employment in the areas of
clerical, service, professiŒial, and technical workers (Otto, 1986).
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The United States has become a service-oriented society instead
of a goods-oriented society.

îhis service-oriented society is being

dominated by a professional and technical cleiss rather than the mana
gers of the industrial era (Herr & Cramer, 1984).

With this shift,

it is realized that business and education leaders are encountering
increased and new challenges.
The young adult not only has the advantage of choosing between
more occupational possibilities, but also more career possibilities
(Otto, 1986).

While this <%:portunity structure has cdianged for the

young adult, it has also changed for the older adult.
age, today's worker changes jcbs every four years.
variety of factors such as:

On the aver

This is due to a

(a) individual interests and values

change, (b) technologies become outdated and new ones must be mas
tered, (c) old skills become obsolete and new ones must be learned,
and (d) people's attitudes and basic values change (Otto, 1986).
These changing patterns point to new opportunities for cooperative
education development.

The objective of cooperative education has

been that workers need to link productive work with conceptual learn
ing.

A coirpr^iensive cooperative education program that incorporates

a variety of interventicxis or e}q)eriential approaches will do much to
eliminate the barriers that confront the young adult worker and the
adult being re-trained as they make the transition to work and seek
work adjustment (Herr, Danbrocda, & Niles, 1986).
Much of the research that has been initiated regarding coop
erative educaticn has focused on the perceived values of the work
experience; student motivation, employer satisfacticm, cost-
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effectivenessr job placement and advancement, earnings, student retentiœ, student and employee recruitment, and career development.
Also, the research has focused on the comparison of the cooperative
education student and the nm-cocperative educatioi student.
Althou^ much research has focused on the traditional cocperative education student and the benefits received feom participaticm
in the cooperative education program, little research considers the
nœ-traditicmal students and the benefits obtained with respect to
the dimensions of the cooperative education model.

The following

tqpics with respect to the cocperative education model will be the
focus of this research:

(a) career chjectives— to gain experience,

to gain employment, to clari^ career goals, to re-train for differ
ent employment, to re-enter the work force, non-career related rea
sons;

(b) desired credential outcomes— certificate, two-year asso

ciate degree, transfer to a four year college/university;

(c) acade

mic achievement; and (d) job placement concerns— day or evening
placement and geograjhical location of placement.
Rie traditional cooperative education model presumes that the
participating student has had little or no prior work experience.
Also, the traditional cooperative educaticn program has served mainly
vhite, middle-class males of traditional college age (Otto, 1986).
Changing demogr^hics and labor market trends will change the direc
tion of cooperative education programs.

Increasingly, cocperative

education students will becxme older, female, and minority; thus, the
different issues that these pcpulations bring should have a signifi
cant impact on cocperative education (Otto, 1986).

The changing
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pc^lation in the cooperative education program referred to by Luther
B. Otto will be the non-traditi(xial student.

Due to the heterogene

ity of this group there is "no 'typical' nonrtraditional student"
(Western Michigan University, 1987, p.l). Although, differentiation
can be made bebneen the traditional and non-traditicaial student on
the basis of age, full- or part-time enrollment, gender, marital sta
tus, and prior work experience.

As the average age of college stu

dents increases and the emphasis on re-training in industry and busi
ness increases, opportunities for cooperative education should exist
due to the re-aligning of the relationship between education and the
employer community (Varty, 1986).
Statement of the Problem
The shift in employmait patterns was predicted by Peter Orucker
(1969) when he wrote about America's impending transformation from an
industrial society to a knowledge and information-based society
(cited in Herr et al., 1986).

The shift in employment patterns means

that many of the existing types of jobs will disc^pear, not that
there will be a major change in the number of people employed.

As

Cetron (1983) noted:
Manufacturing will provide only 11% of the jobs in the
year 2000 down from the 28% in 1980. Jobs related to
agriculture will drqp from 4% to 3%. The turn of the
century will find the remaining 86% of the work force in
the service-sector, up from 68% in 1980. Of the servicesector jobs, half will relate to infarmaticm collection,
management, and dissemination, (p. 15)
The change in the demands of the job market is only one fac
tor in the change of the work force.

The composition and the
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characteristics of the work force are also changing.
include gender, ediKational level, and age.

These changes

The affirmative acticm

programs and anti-discrimination laws and the process of oonsciousraising on the part of women and other groups have altered the com
position of the work force (Herr et al., 1986).

Also, the nuirber of

young people in the 18-to-24 age range will diminish significantly in
the latter 1980s and 1990s (Abitia, 1985).

The population of 18-to-

24 year olds in 1980 reached 30.4 million, an all time hi^.

This

group has shrunk in 1986 by 5 percent and stands at 28.5 million.
During the next 15 years the 18-to-24 yeeur olds axe e:ç)ected to de
cline by more than 7 million ("Help Wanted," 1986).
With the change in the danands of the job narket and the work
force, it is evident that an increasing number of workers will need
to leam new skills.

The inter-relationship between education and

work provided by cooperative education programs may be the best ap
proach for preparing students and workers for the future job narket.
The primary objective of education in the future will be to pre
pare students for the rapidly changing job narket.

As stated by

Cetron, Soriano, and Gayle (1985a) ;
Schools will trédn both youth and adults; adult workers
will need re-education and re-training vhenever business
and industry update their operations. In the future,
workers will be displaced frequently and will be moving
constantly from cxie occupation to another. They will
need periodic re-training because each new job will be
different from the previous one. (p. 18)
Oocperative education has an important role at all levels of
education, but it could have a greater part in higher education and
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the re-training of adults.

The differences between the young adult

and the older adult participating in the cooperative education pro
gram must be investigated and recognized in order to join education
and work within the cooperative educatiw experience.

% e need

exists not only to fit individuals to programs, but to fit programs
to individuals as well (Herr & Cramer, 1984).

Ihe coc%)erative edu

cation approach may become an important aspect in the link between
business and education as the jch market changes and the wcrk force
becomes more heterogeneous.

The purpose of this study is to investi

gate the differences of the young adult cooperative educaticxi student
(traditional student) and the older adult cooperative education stu
dent (non-traditional student), establish the aspects of cocçerative
education v M c h would be beneficial to the older adult, and therel:^
offer recommendations for a cooperative education model vdiich would
provide similar benefits to the traditional student and non-traditional student.
The basic question addressed by this stu(^ will be:

Do tradi

tional and non-traditional cooperative education students differ with
respect to benefits received from the various dimensicxis of the coop
erative education model? The traditiœal cooperative educaticxi stu
dent is defined as the younger adult with no significant break in educaticxi; vhile the non-traditional ooc^)erative education student is
an adult learner with a significant break in education (one year or
more). This basic question will be viewed from the perspective of
four subsidiary questions:

ET*
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1.

Are there differences between the career c^jectives (to gain

experiencef to gedn mployment, to clarify career goals, to re-train
for different enployment, to re-enter the work force, and for non
career related reasons) of the traditional cooperative education stu
dent and the nonrtraditional coc^ierative education student?
2.

Are there differences between the desired credential outcome

(certificate, two-year associate degree, transfer to a four year col
lege/university) of the traditiœal cooperative education student and
the nan-traditioial cooperative education student?
3.

Are there differences between the academic achievement of

the traditional cooperative education student and the non-traditional
cooperative education student?
4.

Are there differences between the job placement concerns

(day or evening placement and geographical location of placement) of
the traditional cooperative education student and the non-traditicxial
cooperative education student?

Significance of the Study
Studies have been conducted regarding the values of cooperative
education in various participating groups and at a variety of educa
tional levels.

The studies have supported the belief that education

should be more relevant to work and that experiential learning is an
important means of achieving that end (Berg, 1970).

Cooperative ed

ucation programs, according to Cross (1974), are increasingly popu
lar because of the problans plaguing established American hiÿier
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education.

Scene of the prc4>lems solved by coc^)erative education as

noted by Patterson and Mahoney (1985) are:
It helps students bridge the gap between work and learn
ing by opening practical work experience opportunities;
it brings the worJq>lace and the curricula closer together;
it provides direct services to conmunity organizations;
it builds a communication channel that will lead to con
tinual coopératif betv^en the college and local organi
zations; and it contributes to local econcxnic development
ly providing a steady flow of highly qualified, apprc^riately skilled workers for the employers in the region.
(p. 19)
But, previous studies do not address the new challenges for coopera
tive education.

The need to equip pec^le to change must be provided

by the educational institution.

As our society changes, so will the

skills and (knowledge need to change.
This investigation, \»hich will focus on the student, may serve
as f e factor in substantiating the differences in the traditional
student and the ncai-traditional student participating in the coop
erative education program.

In establishing these differences, the

aspects of the cooperative education program ^Aich are beneficial to
the non-traditional student may be evaluated, enabling the cocçerative education program to become more flexible and acoxnmodate the
training needs of the changing work force.

Overview of the Study
T M s chapter presented an introduction to the study.

Included

was a description of the background of the problem, the educaticxial
trends related to the problem, the statement of the problem, the re
search questions being studied, and the purpose and inportance of the
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stucfy.

The review of literature in Chapter II will include the his

torical background of cooperative education emd will review the defi
nition and classification of coc^)erative education in greater depth.
% e chapter will acquaint the reader with existing studies relative
to the benefits of cooperative education programs, the differences in
the perceived needs of the traditional and non-traditional student
participating in the cooperative education program, and future trends
which will provide the basis for the analysis of the present study.
A description of the population, instrumentation, and research pro
cedures of the stucfy will be presented in Chapter III.
will discuss the analysis and evaluation of the data.

Chapter IV
Included in

Chapter V will be the summary to the study, conclusions, and recom
mendations for future research.
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CHAPTER II
REVim OF THE LITERATURE

Studies have been done that acknowledge the role of cooperative
education and the benefits of the cooperative education program
(Kane, 1985; Phillips, 1977; Taylor & Webb, 1984; Weston, 1983; Wil
son, 1984; Wiseman & Page, 1983).

Ihe purpose of this chapter is to

review the literature that supports the various aspects of this re
search.
This chapter provides a review of literature in four topical
areas:
1.

Historical background of cooperative education;

2. The function of cooperative education and the relationship
of the participants in a coc^>erative education program;
3.

The future jda market and wark force trends and the impli

cations these trends will have on cooperative education; and
4.

Ihe potentials and prcd^lems of the cooperative education in

regards to the participants (benefits perceived and differences in
the needs of the traditional and non-traditional student); thus,
establishing the premise for the hypotheses.
The chapter culminates with a sunmary of the literature review
and a description of how the findings relate the benefits of the
cooperative education program to the implication of the changing job
market and work force trends.

11
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History of Cooperative Education

Cooperative education has beei recognized for its value in ex
periential education.

ïhe conbination through cooperative education

of school curricula and work eaqaerienoe has seen a growth, especially
in the past twenty years (Heineman, Wilson, Heller, & Craft, 1982).
Institutions with existing coc^)erative education programs have in
creased their programs and many others have decided to introduce co
operative educaticHi into their curricula.
Cooperative education was established in hiÿier education by
Herman Schneider (Heinanan et al., 1982), an engineering professor
and dean at the Universiiy of Cincinnati.

He was the first to con

sider formally linking university-level study with practical work
ejqjerience.

He perceived that university-based classroom and la

boratory experiences alone were not adequate for the education of an
engineer and observed that most students soumit part-time work vMle
attending college (Park, 1943).

This program, incorporating prac

tical and productive work eiqierience into the educaticxial curricula
and implemented at the University of Cincinnati in 1906 for engineer
ing students, was the first cooperative education program in the
United States.

By 1956, 55 institutions implemented cooperative

education programs, mainly in the engineering and business disci
plines.
In 1957, Charles Kettering, Research Director of General Motors,
organized and funded a conference lAich was attended by representa
tives of over 80 colleges and universities and 100 corporations.
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purpose of the conference was to examine existing models of coopera
tive education in order to help cooperative educatiai realize its
enormous growth potential (Porter & Nielsen, 1986).

Kettering and

participants decided that the merits of cooperative education needed
to be studied and documented.

This study, also called the Ford Foun

dation study, was conducted by Ralph Tyler, James Wilson, and Edward
Lyons and the results were published in 1960.

The conclusion of this

stu(^ was that "cooperative educaticxi has important values for col
leges and universities, for students, and employers and that not only
should these values be given wide publicity, but cooperative programs
in American higher education should be greatly extended" (cited in
Wilson, 1971, p. 17).
Seventy-we, or approximately 3%, of the nation's post
secondary institutions had coc^ierative education programs by 1961
(Collins, 1968).

During the same year, the Kettering Foundation

sponsored the Princeton Conference to announce the results of the
Tyler-Wilson-Iyons research (Porter & Nielsen, 1986).

As a result of

the Princeton Conference and a Kettering Foundation grant, the
National Commissicxi for Coc^»rative Education (NOCE) was established
to give assistance to institutiœis planning to a dc ^ coc^)erative
educati<xi and to lead the e}q>ansicai of cooperative education.

The

number of programs reporting participation in cooperative education
in fourteen curricular areas are shown in Table 1.
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Tâble 1
NUntoer of Programs Offering Cooperative
Education in Various Curriculum Areas
Junior
College

Senior
College

Total

Agriculture

136

65

201

Applied arts
and crafts

82

72

154

Architecture

71

49

120

Business

354

367

721

Computer science

123

134

257

Education

170

207

377

Engineering,
pre-engineering

122

181

303

Health professions

185

158

343

Humanities, fine
arts

129

210

339

98

250

348

Secretarial science

271

100

371

Social and behavioral
sciences

195

277

472

Technologies

238

131

369

Vocational arts

113

47

160

Field

Finical science,
mathematics
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There

little eiqiansion in cooperative education programs

from 1906 to 1961.

The programs did/ however, establish a time of

devel(^xnent, problem solving, and of gaining acceptance.

Throu^ the

NOCE, the number of institutions participating in cooperative educa
tion programs tripled between 1960 and 1970.

Prom 1972 to 1983 a

steady growth in cocperative education programs had been recorded
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1.

Estimates of the Population of Cooperative Education
Programs, 1972-83 (Cooperative Education Research Center,
1984).
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Classifications of Cooperative Education Programs

The classification of coc^serative education is based on the
method of program operation.

The method of program operation is the

manner in vdiich the classroom learning is linked to the work exper
ience.

Four methods of program operation are identified as; (1) al

ternating, (2) parallel or concurrent, (3) field, and (4) extended
day (Wilson, 1975).

Alternating

The participating students in the alternating method are divided
into two groups.

The two groups alternate between periods (usually

semesters or quarters) of full-time stu<^ and full-time work.

While

one of the groups attends classes, the other group goes off campus on
cooperative work assignments.
change places.

At periodic intervals, the groups

With this method, the work assignments are usually

always paid and career-related.

The alternating method is popular

with employers because it allows for or ensures year-round coverage
of the job assignments, but conplicates administrative procedures for
the institution due to the elimination of the traditional summer va
cation in academic calendars.
Parallel or concurrent

The participating students in the parallel or concurrent method
attend classes part-time during one segment of the day.
other segment, the students work part-time.

During the

Therefore, the stuc^

period and the work period are parallel with one another.

Jobs in
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the parallel method are almost always paid positions and careerrelated.

The parallel method eliminates many of the administrative

problems associated with the alternating method, but limits the stu
dent plaçaient within commuting distance of the institution.
Field
The participating students in the field method leave the campus
for a specified period of time.

This specified period of time occurs

no more than once in a given year and at this time the carrpus closes.
The specified period of time often occurs during the month of Jan
uary; therefore, it is often referred to as the "January" or "Jan
Plan" or the "4-1-4 Plan" (students attend classes for four months,
leave on their field experience for one month, and then return to the
campus for four months). Difficulties occur with the field ejç)erience in finding jobs that are both paid and directly related to the
student's career goals or major field of interests.

Extended day

The participating students in the extended day method are em
ployed full-time and attend classes part-time.
tend these classes part-time in the evening.

Students usually at
This method of program

operation is only considered a cooperative education eigerience if
the work ea^rience is related to or equates the student's study
needs and interests and if it receives faculty approval.

The extend

ed day method has gained acceptance with the growth of continuing and
adult education programs and attracts an older student population

!(?>■
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seeking promotional opportunities or self-development.
The method of c^>eration used is designed to fit the needs of
the particular institution, the students to be served, and the
cooperating enployers.

The greatest strength of cooperative

education to the co-partners involved is in its operaticmal
flexibility.

The dis- tribution of the various methods of program

operation is shewn in Table 2.

Table 2
Distribution of Various Methods
of Program Operaticxi

Methods

Alternating

Percent of
Junior Col
lege Programs

Percent of
Senior Col
lege Programs

Percent of
All Programs

14

46

31

3

7

5

22

7

14

Extended Day

2

1

1

Alternating and
Field*

3

7

5

Alternating and
Parallel*

16

13

14

Parallel and
Extended Day*

20

3

11

Other
Combinations*

20

16

19

Field
Parallel

principal types of program.
Source: The annual census of cooperative programs at the
Cooperative Education Research Center (1980).
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Summary of the History of Cooperative Education

Cooperative education was perceived by Ikrman Schneider as the
link between university-level stru^ and practical work experience and
is based <x\ the premise that meaningful learning occurs outside the
classroom.

Cooperative education is defined as an educational pro

gram vdiich combines the student's academic study with off-campus work
experience related to their chosen field of study.

The following

characteristics are found in cooperative education programs:

(a) Ac

credited school time is divided between the classroom and the work
place, (b) the type of work the student is assigned complements his
or her learning experience, and (c) the institution and participating
employers co-exist as partners in deciding procedures for selecticxi
of students, evaluating and reporting student performance, and
achieving a blend of program content.
The classification of cooperative education is based on the man
ner in vbich the classroom learning is linked to the work e}^>erience.
Four methods are identified as:

(1) alternating, (2) parallel or

concurrent, (3) field, and (4) extended day.

Gocperative Educaticxi

Ooc^ierative education is an educational plan vMch integrates
productive work experience into a student's regular program of study.
The plan entails a cooperative and collaborative relationship between
the instituticxi, the employer, and the student.
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Definition of Cooperative Education

Ooc^)erative education is first and foremost an educatiœal pro
gram v M c h combines the students' academic study with a work e^qserienoe related to their chosen field of study.

Cooperative educa

tion generally refers to programs with the following characteris
tics (Lusterman & Gorlin, 1980):
1.

Students divide their accredited school time between class

room and work place— alternating school terms or dividing days.
2.

Uie nature of the work that students perform is meant to

complement their learning experience.
3.

Schools and employers collaborate on procedures for select

ing participants, evaluating and reporting student performance, and
achieving some blending of program content.
The program brings together the student, educational background,
and occupational opportunity (Mitchell, 1977).

The practice of

cooperative education includes such areas as internships or practice,
off-canpus career oriented opportunities as well as ncxi-career ori
ented opportunities, and alternative educational cp>portunities.
Coopérative education is l>ased on the premise that meaningful
learning occurs outside the classroom as well as in the classroom.
The cooperative educational program, a combination of work and edur
cation, prepares students for s)d.lled employmait and can help to
alleviate problems occurring due to a change in the job market and
work force.

Cooperative education represents a worldng partnership

in v M c h an educational instituticxi joins with an employer in a
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strwtured relationship.

This partnership assists students in learn

ing enployment skills of both a manipulative and a hunan relations
nature under the supervision of an employer smd also fulfills the re
quirements of a particular educational program (Wooldridge, 1966).
Function of Cooperative Education

The function of cooperative education is demonstrated by Gerald
S. Thomas (1969) in the sliape of a triangle (Figure 2).

The triangle

is equilateral since all of the participants involved have equivalent
interests, obligations, and responsibilities.

Each side of the tri

angle represents one of the participants in the cooperative relation
ship.

The institution, the employer, and cooperative education stu

dent are shewn to share equally in the development and progress of
this three-sided affair.

The interior of the triangle represents the

inter-relationsliip of the three areas and danonstrates the lines of
communication.

Cooperative education is not just a cmcept or

theory, but an activity.
The cooperative education student relies on the institution to
provide education and theory which will be applied in the coopera
tive positim.

The employer depends on the instituticm as a source

for potential permanent employees.

With the recruitment of employ

ees, the institution and the employer vrork closely together in the
placement and evaluation of the performance of the cocperative educa
tion student on the job.
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Theocy

M

Employer

Figure 2. Cooperative Education Triangle
Summary of Coc^)erative Education

cooperative education is based on the premise that meaningful
learning occurs outside the classroom as well as in the classroom;
thus, it combines the student's academic study with work e^qperience
related to his or her chosen field of study.

The function of cooper

ative education can be viewed as an equilateral triangle.

The parti

cipants involved in the program are identified as the institution,
the employer, and the coc^rative education student.

Each side of

the triangle represents equivalent interests, cbligations, and re-
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sponsibilities of the participants.

Future Trends
The problems related with the change fran a goods-oriented soci
ety to a service-oriented society have not yet been fully comprehend
ed by educati.on and/or business. With the uncertainty of enrollment
patterns in the educational institutions and the unclear future em
ployment markets, cooperative education should play an important role
in the world of the future.

Education

Education must equip people to change.

Therefore, a major re

sponsibility of schools in the future will be to prepare students to
enter a rapidly changing job market.

It is predicted by futurists,

Cetron, Soriano, and Gayle (1985), that in the near future workers’
jc±»s will change dramatically, every 5 to 10 years, and schools will
be respcmsible to train adults as well as youth.

The adult workers

will need re-training and re-education whenever business and industry
update their procedures.
Ety 1990, most adults will be working a 32-hour week and during
the time they are not working, many will be preparing for their next
job (Cetrœi et al., 1985a). The workers will be displaced more fre
quently and will be moving from one occupation to another.

This will

create a need for re-training because each job will be different from
the previous one.
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Factors ^diich will affect schools in the 21st century are
(Cetron et al., 1985a):
”* Total enploynent will rise by 17% to 25% as the work week
declines to 32 hours (1990) and then 20-25 hours (2000).
* Women, particularly married women, will enter the work
force at a faster rate than any other group within the p c ^
ulation.
* More businesses will be involved in schools, including ap
prenticeship training.
* During the next 15 years the lB-to-24 year olds are e>^)ected
to decline by more than 7 million.
* Older citizens (over 55) increasingly will participate in
school programs." (p. 19)
The educational levels of the worker has also increased.

In re

cent years the following areas have shown an increased percentage
growth:

(a) High school graduates in the 25-or-older pc^iulation, (b)

college graduates, and (c) the lB-to-24 year-old population enrolled
in college (Otto, 19B6). With these growths, upgrading educational
requirements for all jobs will be a factor and education alternatives
will need to be investigated.

Education levels will become an in

creasingly important qualification in the future years as the skills
required to perform jobs become more complex (Otto, 19B6).
Work Force/Job Market
A clean-cut profile of the American wodcer in the past is given
by Robey and Russell (19B4) :
He worked in a factory, on a farm, or in an office.
His collar was blue or vhite.
And he was a he.

(p. 17)
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This profile represents the world of work that cooperative edu
cation students prepared to enter (Otto, 1986).

To understand the

direction of change in the labor market and the implication for coop
erative educaticm, it is useful to consider the Icxig-term labor mar
ket trends (Otto, 1986).
The United States has shifted from being a goods-oriented soci
ety to being a society that is service-oriented in nature.

Further

more, this service-oriented society is one that is dœiinated by a
professional/technical class rather than by the businessmen and mana
gers of the industrial age.

There has also been an increase in part-

time work, an increase in vAiite collar occupations, and an increase
in the rate of job turn-over experienced by workers today (Herr &
Cramer, 1984).

These changing patterns point to new opportunities

for cooperative education development (Otto, 1986).
The shift from a goods-oriented society to a service-oriented
society is not the only way the work force is changing.

The charac

teristics of the worker is also changing in regards to age, gender,
educational level, and race.
The baby boom generation today is between the ages of 20 and 39.
The work force is young, but growing older.

By 1990 the median age

will be 36 and by 1995 the median age will be 37.

By the end of the

first quarter of the 21st century, the populaticxi bulge will be ages
55 to 74~worlcers approaching retirement and senior citizens (Otto,
1986).

In 1982, about 60% of the working pc^lation was under the

age of 40.

In the year 2000, if the worldng age is still considered
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to be between 18 and 65, œily half that population will be under 40
(Cetron et al., 1985b).

The work force is growing older.

The future will also procreate more women into the work force.
From the 1980s on into the 21st century, there will be more women
than men in the United States population.

More women than men will

attend college, enter the work force, and start their own businesses.
With more than one million women entering the marketplace each year,
by 1990 the majority of America's workers will probably be women
(Cetron et al., 1985).
The relationship between educaticxi and eiployment has always
been a predictor of labor force participaticxi.
levels are converging with those of men.

Women's education

The higher the person's

education level, the more liJcely it is that she or he is employed
(Otto, 1986).

As Cetron, Soriano, and Gayle have predicted (1985b) :

Women will continue to enter professional fields in
greater numbers, m ^ not interrupt their careers for child
bearing, and will have more influence on policymakers in
government and business because they will be wealthier,
hold more powerful positions, and be more numerous than
before. Another group of women will have more influence,
not because of their wealth, but because of their poverty.
In the early 1980s, 1 in every 7 families was headed by a
woman— «P from 1 in 10 families in 1960— and roughly 40% of
these families were below the poverty level. In the future,
the woman heading a family vhose incarne is belcw the poverty
level may receive day-care assistance from government pro
grams in schools that may be training her for a new job
(pp. 67-68).
The potential re-entry of these woman is hindered often times by the
same fachors that caused her not to cxxitinue her education initially.
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Summary of Future Trends

The different concerns and issues brought about by the various
changes (education, age, gender, minorities, and jcâ> market) will
have a vital impact on cooperative education.

The central message in

the changing face of the work force is that increasing numbers of
workers need to link productive work with learning.

Increasing num

bers of out-of-school adults are returning to or, for the first time,
entering postseoondary education to i^jgrade skills, increase earning
power, prepare for career change, or simply to leam how to enjoy
time more fully.

These adults are receptive to programs viiich pro

vide credit for prior learning or abilities gained from life experi
ences (AAeiter, 1981).

The inter-relationship between education and

work that cooperative education affords students may very well be one
of the best tools for preparing students for tomorrow's ^namic world
of work (Otto, 1986).
Potentials and Problems

The cooperative education program's focus is on individuals —
students, faculty, and employers, because of this three-dimensional
emphasis many general benefits to help the institutions achieve their
educaticxial c^jectdves are observed.

These include:

(a) The insti

tution helps the student bridge the gap between work and learning by
opening practical work ejqaerienoes, (b) the institution brings the
work-place and the curricula closer together, (c) the institution
provides direct services to community organizations and builds a
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communication channel that will lead to ccsitinual coopératif between ^
college and local organizations, and (d) the institution contributes
to local ecOTomic develcçment by providing a steady flow of quali
fied, appropriately skilled workers for the employers in the regif.
These general benefits of the cooperative education program extend
into specific benefits for the three components (students, faculty,
employers) (Patterscai & Mahcaiey, 1985).
Cie provision within an institution of a cooperative educational
program does not assure the desired ends.

Problems with staffing,

communicatifs, student campus life, employer relations, and quality
occupational opportunities must be accof ted and planned for within
the educational plan (Heerman, 1973).

Potf tials of the Cooperative Education Program
The primary <A>jective of the cooperative éducatif program is to
provide the studf t with the opportunity of involvement in an o c f pation and helps to validate the occupational choice.

The student

upon enrollment in the institution has needs to be fulfilled, one of
vdiich is the preparation for aiployment.

The enrollment in the co

operative education program is a major tool in helping to fulfill
this need.
Studies involving the traditional college age studf t indicate
the benefits gained by studf ts vdx) participate in o f perative éd
ucatif are many (Heerman, 1973).

Some of these benefits c f also be

gained by the nf-traditional studft.

Table 3 identifies these

bfefits and indicates the benefits that apply to each g r f p.
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Table 3

Benefits of Cooperative Education for the
Traditiaial and the Non-traditional Student

Benefits

Traditional
Student

Non-traditional
Student

Helps to decide career

XX

Increases potential for
placement

XX

Increases potential for
advancanent

XX

XX

Increases potential for
remuneration

XX

XX

Assume responsibility
(maturaticm)

XX

Relates academic performance
and job success

XX

Devel<^ attitudinal skills
critical to successful job
performance

XX

Provides a match of job to
personal needs

XX

Develc^ skills in working
with others

XX

Supplements financial
resources

XX

XX

Develops self-estean

XX

XX

Bridges the generation gap

XX

Develops social skills

XX

Clarifies and establishes
goals and priorities in
career planning

XX

XX

Identifies the skills needed
to enter a chosen field

XX

XX

XX

XX
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Barriers for NonrTraditional Students
Barriers have limited the nw-traditional students participating
in cooperative education because the programs are designed for a
different population.

Some of these barriers, as noted by Flsher-

Thonpson (1980), are:
1.

Some programs are open only to undergraduates vAiile many

re-entry students are pursuing graduate courses.
2.

Ihe programs may be geared to young, ine}^)erienced students

and may not provide slots for adult learners vAio have alreaiÿ handled
a great deal of responsibility.
3.

The subjects in vdiich cooperative education is available may

not coincide with their enployment goals.
4.

Academic credit may not be available for the work esqser-

ience, vdiich would slow down progress toward graduation, especially
if the re-entry student is attending part-time.
5.

Job placements may not be available on a part-time basis.

6.

The work schedules of the cooperating business may be too

inflexible to accommodate a re-entry student.
7.

There may not have been any attempt to acquaint the re-entry

student with the <ption of cooperative education.
These barriers often occur because colleges and businesses be
lieve that the greatest pool of employable talent is found within the
18-22 year old student population; thus, they cater to this grovp
(Fisher-Thonpson, 1980).

Colleges and businesses may be unintention

ally closing the door on adult students vho with their potential may
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bring maturity and expertise to the task of learning new skills liy
focusing on the needs of the young student.
Career Development
A survey of over 100 collegiate cooperative educaticxi programs
(Chase, 1971) reveals that the primary objective of their coc^ierative
efforts is "career development." With regards to this objective.
Miller (1971) indicates that a characteristic of a oocçerative
educaticxi student is the inclination to be career-oriented.

Wilson

(1974) stated that coc^eratdve education students tend to view career
development with increasing significance across time and show less
career uncertainty than noi-cooperative education students.

Coop

erative education helps marlcedly to orient college students to the
world of work.

Most college students are greatly concerned about

their future life work; thus, they want to knew more about the range
of occupations available to them, the potentials and limitaticxis of
their fields, the qualifications demanded by the occcçation, and
their own fitness for the oocigation (lÿler, 1961).

Cooperative

education provides students with c^sportunities for exploring their
own abilities in connection with real jobs.

Furthermore, t h ^ have

the opportunity to test their own aptitudes more fully than is
normally possible on the canpus.
Perry (1981) indicates two major challenges facing hiÿier
education in the decade of the 1980 *s and beyond,

cne is the devel

opment of e;q)eriential programs such as cooperative education in
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order to help students identify their career goals and to relate than
to their academic achievement.

The secaid is to respcmd to the needs

of an increasingly larger population of adult college students.
Since the inoepticm of cooperative education in 1906 (Knowles & Asso
ciates, 1971), ooc^)erative education has been in the forefront of
programs for total career preparation.
Traditionally, cooperative education ccxicentrates on needs of
the young student (Herr et al., 1986) in total career preparaticm.
Since the primary goal of cooperative education is to prepare the
student for gainful employment (Evans & Herr, 1978), the potential
for cooperative education to serve the changing profile of the Ameri
can labor market is evident.

Today's focus dictates that coopera

tive education must attend to the special needs of the non-traditional student as well and address the interface between the indi
vidual, the employer, and the individual's surroundings (Herr et al.,
1986).
Diis study focuses on two areas of total career preparation.
One is the career objectives (gain experience; gain employment; clar
ify career goals; re-train for different employment; re-enter the
vrork force; mxi-career related reasons) of the individual.

The se

cond is the desired credential outcome (certificate; two-year asso
ciate degree; transfer to a four year college/university) of the
individual. What seems apparent from the research is the need for
cooperative educatiœ to eapand its purposes in order to accommodate
the needs of an increasingly heterogeneous workforce.

Furthermore,
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the program should consider the conoems of the workers throuc^bout
their life span and be perceptive to the individual's career needs.
These issues raise the following questiœs:

Are there differences

between the career cdojectives of the traditional and the non-traditional coc^>erative education student? Are there differences between
the desired credential outcome of the traditicml and the non-traditional cooperative education student?

Academic Achievement

Cooperative education integrates theory and practice recognizing
that theory without practice is sterile and that practice without
theory is sv^)erficial (Farrow, 1980).

The cooperative education pro

gram coordinates the work e^qierience with the educational program;
thus, theory and practice are more closely related and students find
greater meaning in their studies (Wilson & Lyrais, 1961).

This coor

dination of work and study increases student motivatiœ (Tyler,
1961).

As students realize cmnections between jobs they hold and

the things they are learning cai the cançus, greater interest in aca
demic work develops.
Studies by Smith (1965) and lindaimeyer (1967) found that
cooperative education students as a grocp had a higher grade point
average and a lower percentage of failure and attrition as compared
to non-cooperative education students.

Also, the need for intel

lectual achievement increased greatly from the freshman to senior
year in the cooperative education group (Marks & WÜhlford, 1971).
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A comparison of grade point average and attriticm rates reveal a
superior performance for the cooperative education students over
non-cooperative educatiwi students (Gore» 1972; Lindemeyerr 1967;
Marks & Wohlford, 1971; Smith, 1965).

In addition, Baron (1968)

studied fourteen demograpdiic variables as they relate to academic
achievement of community college students and found that only two
variables are strwgly correlated to academic success; one of those
variables was work e:qperience.

The relationship of academic success

and work e;q)erience shown in the research suggests a great impac± on
the participants of the cooperative educaticm program and the program
itself.
A study by McNutt and Herman (1974) found that seventy-two
percent (72%) of coc^serative education students had a higgler grade
point average (GPA) and showed a h i ^ correlaticm between hours
worked and GPA than non-cooperative education students.

The impli

cations are that employed students are more likely to be successful
students.

In January, 1974, Fresno City College sponsored a study

tv Peart to explore certain aspects of the coc^)erative education
program.

Seventy-one percent (71%) of the respcxidents agreed that

gaining a better understanding of the relationship between classroom
theory and practical ^plication was one of the most valuable phases
of the cooperative education program (Peart, 1974).

Items descrip

tive of benefits gained by cooperative education were also ranked by
Peart.

Of the 398 stndents who completed the questionnaire, 178

stated that cooperative education made their college more meaningful.
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and 233 stated that they had gained a greater appreciation of learn
ing and performance objectives.
In our culture, the central means of proving one's worth is
throu^ successful achievement in work; thus, cooperative education
offers the student an opportunity to gain self-esteem throu#i the co
ordination of work and stu^.

There is strong support for the ex

pectation that cooperative education ccxitributes to the academic achievement and conpetaice of students and that it provides an oppor
tunity for students to relate theories to application

authors ^Ao

are well known in the field (Brown, 1971; Collins, 1973; Dube, 1971;
Harris & Grede, 1977; Horn, 1971; Tyler, 1971; Willis, 1980; Wilson,
1971).

Furthermore, cooperative education students are better able

to identify and define problems and take the responsibility for pro
blem-solving within the ccxitext of a work setting (Heerman, 1973;
Robertson, 1978; Tyler, 1971).
These studies suggest that the coc^erative educatiai es^ierience
contributes positively to the development of ox)npetaioe and academic
achievement of the traditional cooperative education student.

But

previous research does not address the needs of an increasingly lar
ger population of the adult college student, the nonrtraditional stu
dent.

Are there differences in the academic achievement of the tra

ditional cooperative education student and the ncm-traditional cocp>erative education student?
Problems of the Cooperative Bducatiai Prcxgam

Prchlems identified with cooperative education programs fall
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into four categories.
1.

These categories are as follows:

the effect of econonic and eirployment factors on the

development of occupational opportunities.
2.

the impact of the placement on student life.

3.

the educational issues of the program.

4.

concerns of cooperative administrative practice.

Economic and employment

Cooperative education programs are contingent on the development
of occupational opportunities.

As iwted earlier, career development

is the primary objective of the cooperative education program;
therefore, the economic environment on occupational availability and
the employment restrictions on the placement of the student is not
only detrimental to the student, but also the entire program.
The economic environment is a critical factor impinging on pro
gram success.

The otplqyer decision to take on studenttrainees(co

operative education students) is conditional in part by thenature of
the economy as reported by Wilson and Lyons (1961). Also, employment
for students may also be limited by hiring restrictions imposed by
the government and hy the unions (Barlow, Billings cited in Heerman,
1973, p. 45; Wilson & Lyons, 1961).

The quantity and quality of

placements will fluctuate throuÿiout the student's program and thus,
may present a problem to the participants and the program.

A solu

tion to this problem is the existence of an aggressive and conscien
tious coordination effort with close worldug relationships with
employers (Heerman, 1973).
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Educational relevance

The educational issues of the cooperative education program have
been questioned.

Often there is a weak relationship between study

and work activities by the student (Barlow, Bonnell, Johnson, Koos,
Pauh cited in Heerman, 1973, p. 46).

The employer limits the student

to one narrow function instead of giving him exposure to a number of
different jobs (Barlow cited in Heerman, 1973, p. 46).

The employer

encourages the student to work full time, causing him or her to drop
out of school (Barlow, Hayes cited in Heerman, 1973, p. 46).

The

employer can influence the student to place too much emçbasis on
"vdiat is the current practice" rather than "what should be the cur
rent practice" (Plachta, 1969, p. 19).

Also, students viio view the

work experience as only financial aid may not realize the educational
values of cooperative education (Bonnell, Hayes, Johnson cited in
Heerman, 1973, p. 47; Wilson & Lyons, 1961).

The five years of col

lege required by most cooperative education programs are often viewed
as a handicap by students.

Most of the problems noted above could be

solved with adequate supervision and counseling, but the supervisory
skills of the program coordinators vary widely.
The inability of the program to integrate study and work compo
nents may demonstrate itself in a student with a dual personality —
a campus personality and a vrork personality, and these two personal
ities may not be seen as interrelating (Leuba, 1964).

% e studies

suggest that these factors may impact the traditional cooperative ed
ucation student with regards to campus life more than the non-traditional cooperative education student, assuming the non-traditional
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cooperative education student spends less time on campus due to other
cornmitments (family, employment).
administrative breakdown

administrative breakdown, which is the failure to promote the
value of cooperative education, is caused by inefficient communi
cation (internally and externally) (Barlew cited in Heerman, 1973,
p. 48).

This inefficient communication causes a lack of commitment

by college administration, staff departments, faculty, and community
to the cooperative education program (Billings, 1970).

Barlow (Cited

in Heerman, 1973, p. 48) suggests that cooperative education programs
sOTtetimes lack status among faculty members.

Wooldridge (1964)

points out that at one time educators saw a meaningful college educa
tion as an association with a community of scholars in the intellec
tual atmosphere of the canpus removed frcxn the competition of every
day life.

This resistance often results in a passive faculty that

does not interrelate student experiences with classroom theory in
class discussions (Wilson & Lyons, 1961).

Wooldridge (1964) notes

that an absence of trust and understanding between education and in
dustry produced a climate incompatible with cooperative education,
since "businessmen felt that educators were cloistered in their ivory
tcwers" and educators saw businessmen as "entirely profit motivated"
(p. 14).

This absence of trust and understanding betteen education

and industry could prove to be a detriment for cooperative education
participants. ^
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Placement on student life
A number of factors ^Aiich corplicate the placement of the stu
dent and inpact student life are expressed by Heerman (1973).

The

placement of a student in an occupational setting must be appropriate
by striking a balance between the perceived needs of the student and
the employer and having a degree of challenge.

Students ccxtplain

that they are often assigned repetitive and menial jobs (Barlcw,
Bonnellf Hayes cited in Heerman, 1973, p. 45; Wilson & Lyons, 1961).
The geographic proximity of the student and coordinator in the place
ment position and the problem of scheduling classes convenient to
students during study periods are also problems vhich effect the
cooperative education program.

Several studies show that scheduling

problems have occurred because of outlying geographical placement of
students (Johnson cited in Heerman, 1973, p. 45; Billings, 1970;).
Participation in cooperative education programs reduces the students'
ability to participate fully in college life by eliminating student
activities because of work obligations and reduces the time spent in
the classroom (Koos, Portman cited in Heerman, 1973, p. 45).
The placement position may have greater impact for the non-tra
ditional cooperative education student than the traditional coopera
tive education student.

The assumed disadvantages regarding the non-

traditional cooperative education student would include family ccanmitments and full-time employment carmitments (day or evening). If
these differences exist, there will be a need to re-examine the tra
ditional cooperative education model and adapt new strategies and
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alternatives.
tween the

This raises the questicai: Are there differences be
placement ccxioems of the traditions^ coc^ierative ed-

ucaticxi student and the non-traditional coc^>erative educatim stu
dent?

Summary of Potentials and Problems

There are various potentials and problems associated with the
cooperative education program.

The primary objective of the coop

erative education program is to contribute positively to the devel
opment of the cooperative educatiw student.

The cooperative educa

tion model focused cai the needs of the traditional student, but evi
dence indicates that the increase in population of the non-tradition
al student and the differences in their needs will dictate a refine
ment of the dimensions of the cooperative education program.

Statement of the Research Hypotheses

VKLth the indication that cooperative education presents bar
riers to the non-traditional student and focuses on the traditional
students' needs, questions arise as to the differences in the needs
between the traditional student and the non-traditional student par
ticipating in the cooperative education program.

This investigation

focuses on the independent variable of student type, the traditional
student and the non-traditional student participating in the coopera
tive education program.
by the student type.

The dependent variables are the needs sought

These student needs are defined as primary ca

reer objective, desired credentiial outcome, grade point average, and
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job placement conoems.

The research questions addressed in this inr

vestigaticxi deal with the differences in the student needs between
the career objectives of the traditional and the non4zaditional co
operative educaticxi student, the differences in the student needs be
tween the desired credential outcome of the traditional and the nontraditional cooperative education student, the differences in the
student needs between the job placanent c w c e m s of the traditional
and the non-traditicsial cooperative education student, and the dif
ferences in the academic achievenent of the traditional and the nontraditional coc^ierative education student.
This stu^ therefore has identified the following research
hypotheses to be tested and analyzed:
1.

There will be a difference between the primary career ob

jectives of the traditional cooperative education student and the
non-traditional cooperative education student.
2.

There will be a difference between the desired credential

outcome of the traditional coc^ierative education student and the nontraditional cooperative educaticxi student.
3.

There will be a differaice between the academic achieve

ment of the traditiœal cooperative education student and the nontraditional coc^erative education student.
4.

There will be a difference between the job placement ccxi-

c e m s of the traditicmal coc^erative education student and the nontraditicmal cooperative educatiw student.
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Chapter Summary

ühis chapter has presented a review of the literature related to
cooperative education.

Background information was given on the his

tory, function, potentials and problems, and the jds market and work
force trends.
The cooperative education model was designed in regards to the
needs of the traditional student.

With the increase of the older

adult student population and the speculative changes in the job mar
ket and work force, the dimensims of the cooperative educaticxi model
nay be in need of refinement.
Differences are thought to exist between the needs of the tradi
tional and the non-traditional student.

These differences are due to

career development, desired credential outcome, academic achievement,
and job placement ccxioems.

This stut^ is designed to test the hy

potheses presented.
Chapter III will discuss the specific methodology of this study.
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CHAPTER III

MEmODQLOGY

The binary purpose of this stuc^ is to examine the differences
between the traditional and the ncxi-traditional cooperative education
student with respect to the dimensions of the cooperative educaticxi
model.

This chapter contains a description of the method of study

vhich was used to conduct the examination.

Included in this chc(*ter

are five major areas of methodological development:

(1) the research

designf (2) the population and sample under study, (3) the instrumen
tation, (4) data collection procedure, and (5) the data analysis pro
cedures.

Research Design

The independent variable in this investigation is student type
of those vho participate in the cooperative education program.

Fur

ther, the independent variable has a nominal level of measurement,
and has two categories.

The first category of student type is the

traditional cooperative education student.

The second category is

the non-traditional coc^erative education student.

The traditional

student is that student vho enrolls in the community college directly
after high school graduation and does not enqnerienoe any break in
education.

Thus, this student would begin the community college at

17 to 18 years of age and would be categorized as a younger adult
(traditional) student.

The non-traditional student is an adult

43
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learner vAo has experienced a break in education.

As stated in Chap

ter 1, for the purpose of this investigation, the traditional cooper
ative educaticxi student is defined as the younger adult student v*o
has not eiqierienoed a break in education; vAiile the non-traditicxial
cooperative education student is the adult learner with a break in
education.
A survey conducted by Western Michigan University (1987)
regarding ncxi-traditional students showed "there is no 'typical'
ncxi-traditicxial student due to many differences found between mai and
women, graduates and undergraduates, day and evening students, and
part-time and full-time students" (p. 1).

Biis dbservaticai was also

viewed by Bean and Metzner (1985) as t h ^ focused on the non-tradi
tional student.

T h ^ stated that it is very difficult to develcç a

profile of a typical non-traditional student due to the heterogeneity
of the group.

Althou^ these two groups, traditional and non-tradi

tional students, can be differentiated on the basis of a break in
education, age, full- or part-time enrollment, ^nder, marital
status, and prior full-time work eiperience.
Since it is not clear that any one factor determines a tradi
tional or ncxi-traditional cooperative education student, the ques
tionnaire scM^t other donogr^phic data.

These data assisted the

inclusicxi of secondary independent variables v M c h were measured.
More specifically, these seœndary independent variables are:

(a)

age, (b) gender— male, fenale, (c) marital status— single, married,
divorced, separated, widowed, and (d) prior work experience.
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These seccxidary variables were used to test for other factors of sig
nificant influence in differentiating the benefits accrued by the
traditional and non-traditional student throuÿi participation in the
coc^terative educaticm program.
The dependent variables include: (a) primary career objective
(to gain experience, to gain enployment» to clarify career goals, to
re-train for different employment, to re-enter the work force, and
for non-career related reasrais) of the traditional and the non-tra
ditional cooperative education student (nominal level of measure
ment) ; (b) desired credential outcome (certificate, two-year asso
ciate degree, transfer to a four year college/university) of the tra
ditional and the non-traditional oo(perative education student (nomi
nal level of measurement) ; (c) academic achievanent (range of grade
point average) of the traditicxial and the non-traditicxial cooperative
education student (nominal level of measurement) ; and (d) jch place
ment concerns (day or evening plaoanent, geographical location of
placement) of the traditicmal and the non-traditiœal cooperative ed
ucation student (nominal level of measurement). Tests were made to
identic the differences ammg the categories of these dependent var
iables for traditional cooperative edixation students êis oonpared to
ncxi-traditicmial cocperative education students.
This study was completed through survey research methods.

One

method of survey research utilized the group administered question
naire process.

The questionnaire was administered to traditional

a.
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students and non-traditional students participating in the coc^ierative education program during the weekly assigned seminar class.

The

other method of survey research utilized a mailed questionnaire.
Students absent from the seminar class were mailed a questionnaire.
Following the initial mailing there were two follow-up contacts.
through the use of the questionnaire, information was gathered
that describes the characteristics and the extent of data ranging
from factual counts and frequencies to attitudes and perceptions.
This information consequently was used to answer questicxis that have
been raised, solve problems that have been posed, and/or describe
vhat exists.
Survey research, although widely used in education, is reactive
in nature; that is, it directly involves the respcmdent in the as
sessment process by eliciting a response (Isaac and Mitchell, 1985).
The risks of the reactive method generating misleading information
are:

(a) Surveys deal with respondents vho are accessible and cocç-

erative, (b) a low resptxise rate can occur when using a mailed ques
tionnaire, and (c) there is no assurance the questions are under
stood.

These risks will be overcome by:

(a) utilizing a pilot study

to eliminate ambiguous, misunderstood, or biased items in the ques
tionnaire and improve the format of the questionnaire; (b) including
a stamped return envelope and follow-ip reminders to improve respmse
rate; and (c) a small random sample of non-respondents will be tele
phoned to assess the differences between the respwdents and non-re
spondents.
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The strength of utilizing the group administered and the mailed
questionnaire lies in the fact that:

(a) It allows the researcher to

survey a large number of subjects as well as subjects in diverse lo
cations at minimal cost; (b) it is self-administering; and (c) it can
be well designed, simple, and clear.
Population and Sample
Target Population

The results of this study are generalizable to all traditioial
cooperative education students and non-traditional oocperative educa
tion students at Macomb Community College, city of Warren in south
eastern Michigan.

Although statistical inferences to traditicsial

cooperative education students and non-traditional cooperative edu
cation students cannot be made, implicaticxis for other stud^ts en
rolled in similar cooperative education programs outside of Macomb
Community College are reasonable.

Accessible Populatj.on

For this stuc^, the determination to limit the examination to
one cooperative education model at the community college level was
made cm the basis of research conducted by Hulchhy (1984).

In re

gards to Mulcahy's research, it is suggested to limdt the examin
ation to (me ooopera1:ive education program so that comparisons fcxmis
(m the individual participants of the program and not the program
itself.

'
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Maoonto Community College located in the city of Warren in south
eastern Michigan is selected for study because its cooperative educa
tion program has been recognized as one of the most successful em
ployee developm^t systems in the state of Michigan (Varty, 1986).
Macomb Community College enrolls approximately 30,000 students, onefifth of vdiom are classified as full-time students and four-fifths of
whom are classified as part-time students.

The cooperative education

program enrolls approximately two percent (2%) of the total popula
tion, or 725 students during the school year.
Bie sample in this stucty included the total populatic» of all
cooperative education students enrolled at Macomb Community College
during the fall semester of 1987.

From this population, compariscxi

groips were determined with respect to age, gender, marital status
(single, married, divorced, separated, widowed), and worlc e}^>erienoe
(prior, ncxie).

Instrumentation

As previously indicated, the primary method of data collection
for this investigation was the self-administered, grotp and mailed
questionnaire.

The ind^)endent variable was student type with two

categories, traditiœal and non-traditional cooperative educatiw
students.

The questionnaire for this investigation sou^t to identi

fy the perceived needs of the traditional cooperative education studeit and the non-traditional cooperative education student as defined
by the dependent variables.

In addition to completing the perceived
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needs porticm of the questiœnaire, the respondents were asked to
provide demgraphic data that served as secondary independent varia
bles.
Instrument OonstructiŒi
The group and mailed guestionnéiire was self-administered.

The

instructiois for the completion of the questicxinaire were stated in a
clear, precise manner to eliminate misunderstandings.

Questions were

ccmstructed in such a way to eliminate ambiguous and unneccessary
items and were as brief as possible.

The questionnaire items evolved

from issues ocxisidered to be pertinent from the literature research.
These issues were:

(a) primary career objective, (b) desired creden

tial outcome, (c) academic achievement, and (d) job placement
ccxicems.
Questionnaire items addressed each variable and were written to
avoid ambiguity and bias.
list.

The questions were structured as a check

The questions presented a number of possible answers and the

respondents were asked to check the most ^ropriate.

The question

naire was based on the Michigan Student Information %stan (MiSIS)
questionnaire and the Co-op Management Information System (OMIS)
questionnaire.

MiSIS is a system for the collection of local manage-

mait information for program and institutional evaluation and im
provements.

It was produced by the Student Flew Subcommittee of the

Michigan Community College Occupaticxial Educaticmi Evaluation System,
(Michigan Community College Oocv^tional Education System, 1979).
CMIS is a system of data collection, storage, and processing that
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provides appropriate information to the cooperative education com
munity (educators# students# enployers# administrators# and others)
in a timely# efficient manner.

This system was developed by a team

consisting of the cooperative educaticai staff and an information
specialist from Macomb Comnunity College located in Warren# Michigan.
These data are used to determine if the objectives of an organization
have been achieved and assists in decision making (Varty & Iharpscai#
1981).
Validity

The MiSIS questionnaire, as stated# is a product developed by the
Michigan Comwnity College Occupaticaial Education Evaluation Systan
specifically for use by Michigan community colleges and validated by
a panel of e2^>erts.

The CMIS questionnaire was devel(^3ed by a team

consisting of the cooperative education staff and an information
specialist from Macomb Community College located in Warren# Michigan.
This instrument was validated by a panel of experts and field tested.
The instrument was found to be accurate# adequate# understandable#
and students experience little or no difficulty completing the
questionnaire.
The instrument used in this study v@s further validated through
the utilization of a panel of experts from Macomb Community College.
This panel consisted of the Associate Dean for Alternative Education
and the cooperatû.ve education faculty.

The pilot study allowed stu

dents enrolled in the cocperative education program to review and
evaluate the questionnaire.
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Reliability

. The pilot study makes it possible to establish the probable re
liability of the instrument.

Resultzs from the questu.onnaires used

for the pilot study were retrieved and compared with the measures on
the questionnaire used in the investdgaticxi. After statistical an
alysis of the pilot study, the instrument was ccaisidered suffici
ently reliable if it resulted in an aljha coefficient of .50 This
reliability coefficient is acceptable if the measurement results will
be used for making a decision about a group or for research purposes
(Ary, Jacxjbs, & Razavieh, 1985).
Pilot Study

The pressed research was pilot tested with 20 cxxçerative edu
cation students.

Subjects chosen for the pilot were asked to com

plete the proposed questionnaire and then make evaluative comments
about it.

Multiple concerns were considered as the basis for revi

sion (XI the final form.

Appendix A cxxitains a (x>py of the cover let

ter used with the pilot subjec±s and 7^^endix B contains an example
of the pilot study (questionnaire form.
The pilot study will serve three main purposes.

First, the pi

lot stu(^ provided an opportunity to implement pre-established ad
ministrative prcxzedures as a check for misunderstandings, ambigu
ities, or mechanical difficulties.

Secxxid, the pilot studÿ made it

possible to help establish the reliability.

Third, the pilot study

helped to identify the ade(quacy of the research proc^edures.

F ------------------------

'

'
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Operational Hypotheses
The research focused on four different hypotheses vAiich were
formulated from coirbinaticxis of dependent and independent variables
in accordanoe with the objectives of the study.

The following are

operational versions of the research hypotheses listed in this study:
Hypothesis 1: There is a difference in the properties of the
primary career objectives of the traditional student versus the nontraditional student participating in the cooperative education pro
gram.
Hypothesis 2: There is a difference in the proportics of the
desired credential outcome for the traditional student versus the
ncs-traditional student participating in the cooperative education
program.
Hypothesis 3: There is a difference in the proporticm of the
various ranges of grade point average (GPA) of the traditional stu
dent and the non-traditional student participating in the cocperative
education program.
Hypothesis 4: There is a difference in the properties of job
plaoanent ccsoems for the traditional student versus the non-tradi
tional student participating in the cooperative educatics program.
Differences are thouc^t to exist between the needs of the tradi
tional student and the ncsrtraditional student participating in the
œoperative educatics program.

In addition to responding directly to

the hypotheses of this study, the reseajrcher obtained other demogra
phic information such as:

(a) age, (b) gender, (c) marital status,

(d) prior work eiqperienoe, and (e) curricular area.

These data

5^
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assisted the inclusion of secondary independent variables and pre
sented a more complete profile of the traditional student and the
non-traditional student participating in the cooperative education
program.
Data Collection

Questionnaires were administered to the traditional student and
the non-traditional student participating in the coc%)erative educa
tion program during the scheduled cooperative education seminar
classes at Maccxrb Cawrunity College.

A list of those traditional and

non-traditional students participating in the cooperative education
program vdio were absent from the scheduled seminar classes were ob
tained and questionnaires with cover letters and stamped return en
velopes were sent via mail delivery.

A cover letter was included

with each questionnaire (see J^pendix C). The one page cover letter
included:
1.

A clear, brief, statement of the purpose and value

of the questionnaire.
2.

An explanation as to vdiy the respondent was included in the

sample and an appeal for the respondent's cooperation.
3.

A reasonable return date.

4.

An assurance that responses will be held in the strictest

confidence.
5.

An expression of appreciation for assistance and cooperation

with the study.
Three weeks (21 days) after the first mailing of the
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questionnaire a follow-iç of nonrespondents began.

This follow-up

included another cover letter (see %>pendix C), another copy of the
questionnaire r and a stamped return envelc^.

The letter reminded

the ncm-respondents that their questionnaires had not been received
and restated the usefulness of the study.

The enclosure of a re

placement questionnaire was emphasized and a strong appeal to com
plete and return the questicsinaire was made.
The final follow-up was sent five weeks (35 days) after the in
itial mailing to non-respœdents.

The follow-up included a letter

vhich emphasized the importance of the study and a strong appeal to
complete and return the questionnaire.

A replacement questionnaire

and stamped return envelope was enclosed.

After this final follow-rp

the research was terminated and the ranaining subjects were declared
ncxi-respondents.
Data obtained from the group administered and the mailed ques
tionnaire (see %pendix D) were processed and analyzed through the
use of a computer.

Data were translated into numerical codes to meet

computer input requirements.

The Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences (SPSS) was used to compile and analyze the data.
Null Hypotheses

The null hypotheses for this investigaticxi are listed as fol
lows:
Null Hypothesis 1: There is no difference in the proportion of
the primary career objective as defined as to gain experience, to
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gain employment, to clariJ^ career goals, to re-train for different
employment, to re-enter the work force, and for non-career related
reasons of the traditional student versus the nm-traditional student
participating in the cooperative education program.
Null Hypothesis 2; Hiere is no difference in the proporticai of
the desired credential outcome as defined as a certificate, a
two-year associate degree, and transfer to a four year college/
university of the traditional student versus the non-traditional
student participating in the cooperative education program.
Null Hypothesis 3: There is no differaioe in the prcporticxi of
the various ranges of grade point average (GPA) of the traditional
student and the non-traditional student participating in the oocperative education program.
Null Hypothesis 4; There is no difference in the proportion of
job placement concerns as defined by day or evening placanent and
geographical locaticxi of placement of the traditional student versus
the ncxi-traditiOTal student participating in the cooperative educa
tion program.

Data Analysis

In this investigation there was one independent variable, stu
dent type, with two categories, traditioial and non-traditicnal
cooperative education students.

In addition, secondary independent

variables (age, gender, marital status, prior work experience) were
used to test for other factors of significant influax% in
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differentiating the benefits accrued thru participation in the coop
erative education program.
the hypotheses are:

The dependent variables referred to in

(a) Primary career objective— gain eageriencey

gain oiployment, clarify career goals / re-train for different employ
ment, re-enter the vrork force, and non-career related reasons; (b)
desired credential outcome— certificate, two-year associate degree,
transfer to a four year college/university; (c) academic achievement;
and (d) job plaçaient concerns— day or evening placement and geo
graphical location of placement.

Each variable was analyzed separ

ately in order to determine the different benefits accrued to the
traditional and non-traditicxial student participating in the cocperative education program.
In the four hypotheses listed the independent variable was the
traditicmal and nm-traditional cooperative education student.

Ihe

dependent variables were primary career objective (Hypothesis 1),
desired credential outcome (Hypothesis 2), academic achievement
(Hypothesis 3), and job placement concerns (Ifypothesis 4).

The

hypotheses was addressed by examining the data utilizing a non-parametric inferential statistical method.

Data were nominal and dif

ferences were souÿit o t the frequency of choice by the traditional
and the non-traditional cocperative educatiw student between cate
gorical variables.
Differences amcxig the proportions in each hypothesis were com
pared using the chi-square procedure and proportion test.

In each

hypothesis the independent variables were student type, traditicxial
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and non-traditional students participating in the cooperative educa
tion program.

In Hypothesis 1, data were arranged in a 2 x 5 table

with the dependent variables being the career objective (to gain ex
perience, to gain employment, to clari^ career goals, to re-train
for different employment, to re-enter the work force, and non-career
related reasons). In Hypothesis 2, data were arranged in a 2 x 2
table with the dependent variables being the desired credential out
come (short-term— certificate, two-year associate degree, and Icxigterm— transfer to a four year college/university.

In Hypothesis 3,

data were arranged in a 2 x 3 table with the dependent variables
being the range of grade point average (4.00 - 3.60, 3.59 - 3.00,
2.99 - 2.00).

In Hypothesis 4, the data were arranged in a 2 x 2

table with regards to the time of the job placement (traditional time
— day and non-traditional time— evening) and a 2 x 2 table with
regards to the geographical location (accommodating or not acoommodating to the student). The alpha level was established at .05 for
committing a type I error in eaoh of the four hypotheses.
Ihe secondary independent variables of age, gender, marital sta
tus, and prior full-time work experience were used to test for other
factors of significant influence in differentiating the benefits ac
crued hy the traditional and non-traditional student participating in
the cooperative education program.

Ihe data from these seccmdary in

dependent variables assisted in developing the complete profile of
the traditicxial and nm-traditional student participating in the co
operative education program.
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Chapter Sunitary
This chapter relates the methodology used in the investigation
of the traditional and non-traditional coc^rative education student
with respect to the dimensions of the cooperative education model.
The sanple was selected frran all cooperative education students en
rolled at Maconfc Community College located in Warren in southeastern
Michigan during the fall semester of 1987.
The study is based upon data collected through a group adminis
tered questionnaire and a mailed questionnaire.

The instrument was

tested for validity and reliability throuÿi the use of a panel of
ejq)erts, pilot study, and source instruments.
The chi-square (non-parametric) procedure and proporticxi test
was used to determine if differences exist between traditional and
non-traditicxial cooperative education students with respect to the
dimensions of the cooperative education model.

Other demographic

data vere chtained in this investigation for a complete profile of
the cooperative education student.
Chapter IV presents the results of the statistical tests, giving
insight to the differences of the traditicxial and ncxi-traditicmal coc^Jerative education student with respect to the dimensions of the co
operative education model.

The results of the statistical tests con

tributed to the conclusions and recommendations in Chuter V.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
Introduction

Hie purpose of this chc^pter is to report the findings of the
analyses \jhich were accoirplished in order to address the four hy
potheses of this study.

The major objective of the stu^ was to

investigate the differences between the traditional and nrai-traditional coc^)erative education students with respect to benefits re
ceived from the various dimensiois of the cooperative education
model.
Demograjhic characteristics of the respondents are described in
the first section of this chapter.

These characteristics include

gender, age, marital status, and prior work experience.

Analyses of

the data are presented in the seccxid section with reference to the
research questiœis.

Finally, the tests of the hypotheses and inter

pretation of the tests are described.
Characteristics of the Sample
The research pc^xilation for this investigation consisted of all
students enrolled in the Coc^arative Education Program at Maconb Ccxnmunity College located in Warren, Michigan during the fall sanester
of 1987.

This included 192 potential répondants.

Questionnaires were either distributed to students during coc^
erative educaticm seminars held on campus at Macomb Community College
or mailed to any students vAo were absent during the seminar session.

59
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Each student received a letter of introduction, a questionnaire, and
a pre-addressed and stanped envelc^.

Hhe questionnaires were de

signed to be self-administered and returned by mail.
Response rates to the questionnaire are sunnarized in Table 4.
A total of 171 students, or 89% of the populaticm, respcaided to the
survey.

Of these, as can be seen in Table 5, 117 or 68.4% Miere

traditional students and 54 or 31.6% were ncm-traditiœal students.
The distinction between traditional and non-traditional cooperative
education students was made on the basis of v^ther the students had
a year or more break in their educaticm.
Table 4
Survey Response Rates

Potential
Respondents
Students Enrolled in
Ccmperative Education
Fall 1987

Nunber of Conpleted
Questionnaires

192

Response
Rate

89%

171

Table 5
Type of Oocperative Education Students

Number

Traditicmal Student
Ncm-Traditional Student
Total

Percent

117

68.4%

54

31.6

171

100.0%
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Traditicmal and Non-Traditicaial Cooperative Educatioi Students

Respondents (traditiœal and non-traditional coc^jerative edu
cation students) were asked to indicate their gender.

The question

naires were analyzed to determine the percent of traditional and nontraditional cooperative education students vdio were male or female
(see Table 6).

One student did not identify his or her gender cai

this study; thus, only one-hundred and seventy (170) questicxinaires
were analyzed regarding gender.

Table 6
Distribution of Respondents Regarding
Gender and Type of Student
Traditional Cooperative
Education Students
Gender

N

%

Non-Traditional Coopera
tive Educaticm Students
Total
N

%

N

%

Male

61

52.6%

34

63.0%

95

55.9%

Female

55

47.4

20

37.0

75

44.1

116

100.0%

54

100.0%

170

100.0%

Total

Marital Status
The marital status of the traditional coc^terative education stu
dent and the non-traditional cooperative education student was also
obtained.

Students were asked to indicate Whether they were single,

married, divorced, separated, or widowed.

The students responded
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only to singlef married, or divorced.

One respcmdent did not

indicate marital status, thus 170 questionnaires were analyzed.
These data are shewn in Table 7.

Table 7
Distribution of Respondents Regarding
Marital Status and lype of Student
Traditional
Students
Marital
Status

N

Non-Traditional
Students

Total

%

N

%

N

%

Single

102

87.9%

38

70.4%

140

82.4%

Married

11

9.5

10

18.5

21

12.4

Divorced

3

2.6

6

11.1

9

5.2

Total

116

100.0%

54

100.0%

170

100.0%

Age of Respondent

The ages of the respondents vrere summarized by computing the
means and medians for both male and fanale traditional and non-tra
ditional student respondent groups.

The mean age of the traditional

male cooperative education student was 21.5 years with a median of 21
years; whereas, the mean age of the traditional female cooperative
education student was 22.8 years with a median age of 21 years.

The

mean age of the non-traditimal male cooperative education students
was 25.3 years with a median age of 24 years and the mean age of the
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non-traditional female cooperative education students was 27.3 years
years with a median age of 27 years.

In comparing the male and the

female non-traditional coc^ierative education students, the non-tradi
tional female cooperative educaticm students were, cm the average,
older than their male counterparts.

These data are summarized in

Table 8.

Table 8
Age of Respondents by
Student Type and Gender

Traditional
Student

Non-Traditional
Student

Total
Mean Median Std
Dev
Age
Age

Gender

N

Mean
Age

Median Std
Age
Dev

N

Male

61

21.5

21.0

2.80

34

25.3

24.0

4.97

95

22.9

22.0

4.12

Female

55

22.8

21.0

5.23

20

27.3

27.0

5.01

75

24.0

22.0

5.51

Total

117

22.1

21.0

4.15

54

26.0

25.0

5.03

171

23.4

22.0

4.79

Mean Median
Age
Age

Std
Dev

N

Prior and NO Prior Work Experience

The students were also asked to indicate whether they had any
work e^geriaice prior to entering the cooperative education program.
If students indicated that they had worked before enrolling in the
cxmperative educaticm program, they were considered to have prior
work e^qerience.

The present study was concerned with those indi

viduals \Ak) experienced some history of enployment before enrolling
in the cooperative education program.

Table 9, vMcih presents a
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summary of the respondents* answers to the question, indicates that
57.4% of the traditional coc^)erative education students and 79.6% of
the non-traditional cooperative education students had some prior
w r k experience.
Table 9
Prior Work Ejqierienoe
of Respondents

Work Experience

Traditional
N

NonrTraditional

%

N

%

Prior

66

57.4%

43

79.6%

No Prior

49

42.6

11

20.4

Total

115

100.0%

54

100.0%

Total
N

%

64.5%

109

35.5

60
169

100.0%

Summary— Traditional/Non-Traditional Ooc^aerative
Education Student

Ihe four previous tables (Tables 6-9) provide a composite pro
file of cooperative education students.

Traditional cooperative ed

ucation students are fairly evenly split between men and women.

For

the non-traditional grovp, however, only about cme-third are women.
Also, the majority of traditional cooperative education students in
dicated their marital status as single; vhereas, 29.6% of the nontraditional cooperative educatim students indicated their marital
status as married or divorced, oily 12.1% of the traditional
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cooperative education students indicated their marital status as
married or divorced.

The mean age of the traditional cooperative

education student was 22.1 years, Wiile the mean age of the nontraditional cooperative education student was 26.0 years.

Thus, the

traditional cooperative education students were younger than the nontraditional cooperative education students.

With regards to the

respondents prior work experience, the majority of traditional coop
erative education students and non-traditional cooperative education
students had prior vrork e^qperience.

Although the percentage of the

non-traditonal cooperative education students (79.6%) \ano had prior
work experience was greater than the percentage of the traditional
cooperative education students (57.4%).

Thus, the non-traditional

cooperative education student, in this study, tends to be more often
married or divorced, older, and has had prior work experience.

Reactions to the Cooperative Education Program

Respondents were asked to indicate v M c h statement (very sa
tisfied, satisfied, average, disappointed, very disappointed) best
described their feeling about participating in the cooperative ed
ucation program at Maconb Canmunity College located in Whrren,
Michigan.

The reactions of respondents to participating in the

cooperative education program are summarized in Table 10.

The vast

majority of cooperative education students, 155 or 89.5% of the
respondents, indicated that they vere either very satisfied or
satisfied with their program.

Specifically, as can be seen in
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Table 10, 45.6% indicated that they were very satisfied, 43.9%
indicated that they were satisfied and only 18 or 10.5% indicated a
less than satisfactory response.

Also, as can be seen in Table 10,

the traditional and nm-traditional cooperative educaticm students
were quite similar.

Table 10
Peac±ions of Respondents to Participating
in the Ooc^ierative Education Program

Reaction

Traditional
Student

Ncm-Traditicmal
Student

Total

N

%

N

%

N

%

Very
Satisfied

52

44.4%

26

48.2%

78

45.6%

Satisfied

53

45.3

22

40.7

75

43.9

Average

9

7.7

4

7.4

13

7.6

Disappointed

2

1.7

2

3.7

4

2.3

Very
Disa^Jointed

1

.9

0

00.0

1

,6

54

100.0%

Total

117

100.0%

171

100.0%
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Current Status of the Cooperative Education Assignment

Table 11 summarizes the respcwdents answers to a question vAich
asked them to indicate their current cooperative education assign
ment.

Full-time status in cooperative education is ccnsidered to be

anything above 35 hours per week for the semester.
involves a minimum of 15 hours per week.

Part-time status

The majority of both tradi

tional and non-traditional cooperative education students, as can be
seen in Table 11, had full-time status.

Table 11
Current Status of the Cooperative
Education Assignment of Respondents

Current Status

Traditional
Student

Nwi-Traditional
Student

Total

N

%

N

%

Full-Time

100

85.5%

43

79.6%

143

83.6%

Part-Time

17

14.5

11

20.4

28

16.4

117

100.0%

54

100.0%

171

100.0%

Total

N

%
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Result of the Cooperative Education Experience

The cooperative education program is viewed as an alternative
learning program that provides skills for successful employment.
When asked vhat the result of their cooperative education eiqaerience
was, the most frequent answer by both the traditional and non-tradi
tional cooperative education students was that the cooperative edu
cation ecperience resulted in providing the necessary skills for em
ployment.

Respondents could indicate more than one choice in this

question; thus, the total number of responses are greater than the
number of returned questionnaires.

These data are summarized in

Table 12.

Table 12
Result of Cooperative Education
Ejq)erience of Respondent

Result

Traditional
Student
N

%

Provided Skills
for Employment

75

64.7%

Improved Ability
to Oomnunicate

26

Increased
Confidence

32

Other

11

Ncxi-Traditional
Student

Total

%

N

%

34

63.0%

109

64.1%

21.6

9

16.7

35

20.0

22.6

18

33.3

50

29.4

10

18.5%

21

12.4%

9.5%

N
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Enrollment Status

Respondents also indicated their current enrollment status. En
rollment status is determined by the number of credit hours of course
work in vdiich students are enrolled during the semester.

The student

enrolled in 12 hours or more credit hours of course work is consider
ed a full-time student; vMle, a part-time student is defined as one
vho is enrolled in less than 12 credit hours of course work.

Table

13 indicates that the enrollment status of the traditional and nontraditional cooperative education student appears to be very similar.
Table 13
Enrollment Status of Respondent
Enrollment
Status

Traditional
Student

Non-Traditional
Student

Total

N

%

N

%

N

%

Full-Time
(12 Hrs. or More)

42

36.2%

19

35.2%

61

35.9%

Part-Time
(less than 12 Hrs.)

74

63.8

35

64.8

109

64.1

116

100.0%

54

100.0%

170

100.0%

Total

Curricular Area

Finally/ the respondents were asked to indicate what their par
ticular curriculum area was.

Only four curricular areas were indi-
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cated by the oocçerative education students in this stu^, namely
industrial technology, business, applied technology, and general/
liberal arts education.

Cross tabulations of curricular areas by

student type are presented in Table 14.

Die primary curricular area

for the traditicmal and non-traditional cooperative education stu
dent, as can be seen in Table 14, is industrial technology.

Table 14
Curricular Area of
Bespcmdent by Student Tÿpe

Curricular Area

Traditional
Student

Ncm-Traditional
Student

Total
N

N

%

N

%

Industrial
Technology

73

63.5%

31

59.6%

104

62.3%

Business

33

28.7

17

32.7

50

29.9

Applied Tech
nology

6

5.2

4

7.7

10

6.0

General/Liberal
Arta Education

3

2.6

0

0.0

3

1.8

100.0%

52

100.0%

Total

115

167

%

100.0%

Test of Hypotheses

Four null hypotheses are presented in this study regarding dif
ferences between the traditional and the non-traditional cooperative
educaticm student.

Ihe analysis for each hypothesis compares the

differences in percentages of the two student types (traditicmal and
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non-traditional) participating in the cooperative education program.
The follcwir^ section rqports the results of the statistical tests of
these hypotheses.
Null Hypothesis 1— Primary Career Cfcjective
Null Hypothesis 1 states:

There is no difference in the propor

tion of the primary career objective as defined as to gain e^qerience, to gain enployment, to clari^ career goals, to re-train for
different atployment, or for non-career related reasons of the
traditional student and the nai-traditimal student participating in
the cooperative education program.

The .05 alpha level is used as a

basis for rejecting or failing to reject the null hypothesis.
In order to determine whether any differences exist between the
traditimal and ncxi-traditional cooperative educaticm students on
2
these variables, a chi-square (X ) test of independence was computed
2
based on data found in the questicmnaires. The chi-square (X } test
2
of independence results in a X value of 12.35 with 4 degrees of
freedom and a probability of .015.

The null hypothesis is rejected

at the .05 alpha level and the alternate hypothesis was accepted.
The results of this prcxedure are presented in Table 15.
For the purpose of identifying the specific locus of the dif
ference proportion tests were calculated on all levels.

The only

difference observed was between the numbers of traditional and nontraditional cxx>perative educaticm students vho selected to re-train
for different employment as the primary objective for participating
\

in the cxxperative education program.

In that case, cme or 0.9% of
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the traditional students selected the cAsjectiver vAile seven or 13%
of the non-traditional students selected re-training as one of their
primary objectives.

These pr(^rtiws were found to be significantly

different at the .05 alpAa level.

Table 15
Chi-Square Test of Independence for
Primary Objective in Cooperative
Education Participation by Student Type
Primary
C&jective

Traditional
Student

Non-Traditional
Student

Total
%

N

N

%

N

%

Gain
Experience

75

65.2%

31

57.4%

106

62.7%

Gain
Brployment

17

14.8

6

11.1

23

13.6

Clarify
Career Goals

11

9.6

4

7.4

15

8.9

1

0.9

7

13.0

8

4.7

11

9.6

6

11.1

17

10.1

115

68.0%

54

32.0%

169

100.0%

Re-train For Dif
ferent Employment
NMi-Career
Related
Total
2
X = 12.35
df = 4
p = 0.015*

NOTE; A .05 probability for committing a Type I error was used.
*p < .05
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Null Hypothesis 2— Desired Credential Outccxne
Null Hypothesis 2 states:

There is no difference in the pro

portion of the desired credential outcomes as defined as short-term
outcome (certificate, tvro-year associate degree), and long-term
outcome (transfer to a four-year college/university) of the tradi
tional student versus the noi-traditiOTal student participating in
the cooperative education program.

The .05 algdia level is used as a

basis for rejecting or failing to reject the null hypothesis.
In order to determine vftiether any differences exist between the
traditional and the nai-traditional cooperative education student on
2
these variables, a chi-square (X ) test of independence was confuted
2
based on data found in the questionnaires. The chi-square (X ) test
2
of independence results in a X value of .563 with 1 degree of free
dom and a probability of .453.

The probability of .453 determines

that the null hypothesis is not rejected at the .05 alpha level.
There is no sipport to show a difference between traditional and nontraditional cooperative education students in their desired creden
tial outcome for participating in the cooperative education program;
therefore, the alternate hypothesis is not accepted.

The results of

this procedure are shewn in Table 16.
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T a b le 16

Chi-Square Test of Independence for
Desired Credential Outcome by Student lype

Desired
Outcome

Non-Traditional
Student

Traditional
Student

Total

N

%

N

%

Short-term

82

70.1%

34

63.0%

116

67.8%

Long-term

35

29.9

20

37.0

55

32.2

117

100.0%

54

100.0%

171

100.0%

Total

N

%

2
X = 0.563
df = 1
p = 0.453*

NOTE: A .05 prcA)ability for committing a Type I error was used.
*p > .05

Null Hypothesis 3— Grade Point Average
Null Hypothesis 3 states:

There is no difference in the pro

portion of the various ranges of grade point average (GPA) of the
traditional student and the non-traditimal student participating in
the cooperative education program.

The .05 alpha level is used as a

basis for rejecting or failing to reject the null hypothesis.
In order to determine vhether any differences exist between the
traditicxial and the non-traditicaial cooperative education student on
2
these variables, a chi-square (X ) test of independence was ccrpited
2
based on data found in the questionnaires. The chi-square (X ) test
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2

of independence r^ults in a X value of .594 with 2 degrees of free
dom and a probability of .743.

The probability of .743 determines

that the null hypothesis is not rejected at the .05 al0ia level.
There is no sipport to show a difference between traditional and nontxaditJ.onal cooperative educatJ.cxi students in their range of grade
point average; therefore, the alternate hypothesis is not accepted.
The results of this procedure are presented in Table 17.

Table 17
Chi-Square Test of Independence for Range
of Grade Point Average by Student Type

Grade Point
Average

Traditional
Student

Non-Traditional
Student

Total

N

%

N

%

N

%

4.00-3.60

33

28.5%

18

33.4%

51

30.0%

3.59-3.00

63

54.3

26

48.1

89

52.4

2.99-2.00

20

17.2

10

18.5

30

17.6

116

100.0%

100.0%

170

100.0%

Total

54

2
X = 0.594
df = 2
p = 0.743*

NOTE: A .05 probability for committing a Type I error vras used.
*p > .05
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Null Hypothesis 4— Job Placement Ooncems

Null Hypothesis 4 states:

There is no difference in the pro

portion of job placement concerns as defined by traditional time
(days) and non-traditional times (evenings) of the job placement and
geographical location of placement of the traditional student versus
the ncxi-traditional student participating in the cocç)erative educa
tion program.
In order to determine vAether any differences exist between the
traditicxial and non-traditional cooperative educatitxi student regard
ing the the time availability (day or evening) of the jch placement,
2

a chi-square (X ) test of independence was computed based on data
2
found in the questionnaires. The chi-square (X ) test of indepen2
dence results in a X value of 1.011 with 1 degree of freedom and a
probability of .315.

The probability of .315 determines that the

null hypothesis is not rejected at the .05 aljha level.

Ihere is no

support to shew a difference between traditional and non-traditicxial
cooperative education studentzs regarding the time availability (day
or evening) of the job placement; therefore, the alternate lypothesis is not accepted.

The results of this procedure are shown in

Table 18.
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T a b le 18

Chi-Square Test of Independence for Time
Availability of Job Placement by Student Type

Time
Availability

Traditional
Student

Non-Traditional
Student

Total
N

N

%

N

%

Traditional Time

86

75.5%

36

66.7%

122

72.6%

Non-traditional Time

28

24.6

18

33.3

46

27.4

114

100.0%

54

100.0%

168

100.0%

Total

%

2
X = 1.011
df = 1
p = 0.315*

NOTE: A .05 probability for committing a Type I error was used.
*p > .05

For the purpose of determining father any differences exist
betveen the traditional and the nai-traditional cooperative education
students regarding the geographical location of the job placement a
2
chi-square (X ) test of independence was computed based on data found
2
in the questionnaires. The chi-square (X ) test of independence
results in a value of 9.96 with 1 degree of freedom and a probability
of .002 . The probability of .002 determines that the null hypo
thesis is rejected at the .05 alpha level and the alternate hypo
thesis was accepted.

The results of this procedure are presented in

Table 19.
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T a b le 19

Chi-Square Test of Independence
for Convaiience of the Geographical
locatiŒi of the Job Placement Assignment
Cfvenient
Location

Traditional
Studft

Non-Traditifal
Student

Total

N

%

N

%

N

%

Yes

86

74.8%

52

96.3%

138

81.7%

No

29

25.2

2

3.7

31

18.3

115

100.0%

54

100.0%

169

100.0%

Total
2
X = 9.96
df = 1
p = 0.002*

NOTE: A .05 probability for committing a Type I error was used.
*p < .05

Chcqpter Sunmary
The first section of this ch^Æer presented demographic charac
teristics of the respŒidents who participated in this investigatiw.
The seccmd section reported the statistical analysis of the results
with reference to each of the four null hypotheses.

The results of

the analysis procedure stated in this chapter compared traditional
cooperative education students with noi-traditional cooperative edu
cation students regarding the primary cÆ>jective for participatif in
the cooperative éducatif program, the desired credential outcome for
participating in cooperative education, range of grade point average.
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and jdt) placement concerns (time availability and geogr^hical lo
cation) .
The null hypothesis relating to traditional and non-traditional
cooperative education students with regards to the primary objective
for participating in the cooperative education program was not sup
ported by the data analysis.
ed.

The alternate hypothesis vas accept

The null hypothesis comparing the traditional and non-tradition

al cooperative education students with regards to their desired cre
dential outcome was su^iported by the data analysis and the null hy
pothesis was not rejected.

The null l^pothesis comparing the tradi

tional and non-traditional cooperative education students with re
gards to their grade point average was supported by the data analysis
and the null hypothesis was not rejected.

The null hypothesis com

paring traditional and non-traditional ooc^)erative education students
with regards to time availability was su^^rted by the data analysis
and the null hypothesis was not rejected.

Hovrever, in comparing the

traditional and non-traditional cooperative education student with
regards to convenient geographical location, the null hypothesis was
rejected and the alternate hypothesis was accepted.
Chapter V provides a summary of the investigation in addition to
conclusions, implications, and recommendations.

Discussion of the

conclusions and recommendations for future research ccmceming co
operative educaticm students are also proposed.
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CHAPTER V

SUWAPYy OOtOiOSlONS, IMPLICATIONS, HECCMHE29ÛATICNS
Introduction
nils chapter is a summary of the investigaticm of differences
between traditiœal and non-traditional students with regards to
participation in the ooc^)erative education program.

The research

method, findings of the study, and interpretation of the findings
will be summarized.

Also, implications of the findings and recom

mendations for further research derived from the present study will
be discussed.

Conclusions and Implications
Conclusions and implications can be drawn from the results of
this study relative to the review of literature in Chapter II. These
conclusions vhich were attained as a result of the investigation of
the data are given in the major categories eiqjressed through the
research hypotheses.
Traditi(xial/Ncm-Traditi<xial Student

The traditional cooperative education student is defined as that
student vho had no significant break in their educaticm (less than
one year) vdiile the non-traditional cooperative educaticm student is
that student with a significant break in their education (one year or
more). Through the research data, a composite profile of ccxaperative
80
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education students (traditicxial and non-traditional) was established
with regards to age, gender, marital status, and prior work
ejq)erience.
This stu<^ showed that 117 or 68.4% of the traditional coopéra
tive education students participating in the coc^erative education
program at Maoonb Community College were considered traditional co
operative education students; ^Aiereas, 54 or 31.6% were considered
non-traditional cooperative educaticxi students.
The majority of the traditional and non-traditional cooperative
education students are single, but a greater percentage (29.6%) of
the non-traditional cooperative education students indicated their
marital status as married or divorced than among the traditional
cooperative education students (12.1%).

Also, the age of the

respondents indicated that non-traditional cooperative education
students ware older (mean age 26 years and median age 25 years) than
the traditional cooperative education student (mean age 22.1 years
and median age 21 years). Although a majority of both traditional
and hon-traditional coc^ærative educatiai students has had prior
work experieioe, a greater percentage (79.6%) of the non-traditional
coc^rative education students indicated prior work experience vhen
compared to the percentage (57.4%) of traditicmal cooperative edu
cation students.

Ihese demographic data support the review of lit

erature regarding the heterogeneity of the non-traditcmal cooperative
education students and the various factors \diioh differentiate the
traditicmal and non-traditional student.
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The composite profile established

the research data depicts

the traditional cooperative education student as fairly evenly split
between men and women.

For the ncxi-traditiœial gror^, however, only

about one-third are women.

Also, the majority of traditiœial coop

erative education students (87.9%) indicated their marital status as
single; vhereas, there were a greater number of ncm-traditional co
operative education students vho indicated their marital status as
married or divorced (approximately one-third) when compared to the
traditional cooperative education students (c^roximately oneeighth) . The traditiœial male and female cooperative education
students' mean age vas 22.1 years and the median age vas 21 years,
vdiile the ncxi-traditional cooperative education students' mean age
was 26 years and the median age was 25 years.

Also, the non-tradi

tional female cooperative educaticxi students, on the average, were
older (mean age 27.3 years and median age 27 years) than their male
counterparts (mean age 25.3 years and median age 24 years). With
regards to the respcxidents' prior work experience, 79.6% of the ncxitraditicxial cooperative educaticxi students had prior work eiçerience
compared to 57.4% of the traditional cocperative education students
\dK5 had prior work experiaice.

Thus, the non-traditional cocperative

education student, in this study, tends to be married or divorced,
older, and has had prior work experience, while the traditional coop
erative education student tends to be single, younger, and also has
had prior work experience but at a lo»er percentage than the non-tra
ditional cocperative education student.

IF
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Primary Career Objective

The primary career dsjective is caie area of focus regarding to
tal career preparation.

The area of primary career objective indi

cated a difference between the traditional and noivtraditional cocçerative education student, based on the chi-square of 13.11 with a
prdaability of .041.

The difference observed was between the tradi

tional and non-traditional ooc^)erative education students vho select
ed to re-train for different enployment.

This observation indicates

that the adult learner will need re-training and re-education and
that the coc^>erative education program will need to consider the con
cerns of the worker throughout their life span and be perceptive to
the individual's career needs.
The cooperative education program ^àiich has previously focused
on the traditional student vho enrolls in the cooperative education
program directly from high school with little or no prior work ex
perience will need to be re-examined.

Ooc^)erative education programs

have been seen as a single educational strategy separate from, other
educational strategies.

In order to meet the needs of the changing

student and workforce, the cooperative education program will need to
expand to integrate with other educational strategies, sudi as credit
for work and life experiences and career guidance.

Also, cooperative

education will need to work closer with other educaticmal departments
within the institution and with business and industrial instituticxis.
Thus, cooperative education will need to consider the special needs
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of the non-traditional student and address the interface between the
individual, the employer, and the individual's surroundings»

Desired Credential Outcome

The desired credential outcome (certificate, tw-year associate
degree, transfer to a four year college/university) of the tradition
al and non-traditional cooperative education student was the second
area of total career preparation examined by this investigatiœi.

The

research hypothesis presumed a difference in the desired credentials
of the traditional and nonrtraditional cocqperative education student.
Although much of the literature svpported the changing profile of the
American labor market and the apparent need for cooperative education
to expand its purposes in order to acccximodate the needs of an in
creasingly heterogeneous workforce, no differences were found as to
the desired credential outcome of the traditional and nm-traditiœal
cooperative education student.
The data, however, indicated that the majority (67,8%) of tradi
tional and non-traditional cooperative education studentis have set
short-term goals (certificate, two-year associate degree) with re
gards to their desired credential outcome.

The data shows that

proximately tvro thirds of the coc^rative educaticxi students desire a
certificate or a two-year associate degree; while one third want to
transfer to a four year college/university to ccxitinue their studies.
This implies that it may not be necessary for the directors of
cooperative educaticxi programs to focus on differences in the desired
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credential outcome of the individual r but rather to concentrate on
the students' primary objective.

This is also supported by previous

research by Evans and Herr (1978) that the primary goal of cocqperative education is to prepare the student for gainful employment.

Academic Achievement

Work experience through research has been shewn to be closely
related to academic achievement.

Previous research indicates that

cooperative education students had a hiÿier grade point average and
shewed a higgler correlation between hours worked and grade point
average (McNutt & Herman, 1974; Good, Culbert, & Lachenmeyer, 1986).
The implications are that employed students are more likely to be
successful students.
This stuc^ supports the high academic achievement of cooperative
education students.

Eighty two percent (82%) of the respondents had

a grade point average of 3.00 to 4.00 on a scale of 4.00, fifty-two
percent (52%) of these were between 3.00 and 3.59; vhile, thirty per
cent (30%) were between 3.60 and 4.00.

The inplicatù.œs of these

conclusions are that both tradit±cxial and ncKi-traditional students do
well academically in the cooperatiive education program and that coop

erative educatim is a valid educational alternative and contributes
positively to the development of competence and academic achievement
of the cooperative education student.
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Job Placement Canoems

Job plaçaient concerns focused on two areas:

(1) The tine a-

vailability of the job placement (day or evening) ; and (2) the con
venience of the geographical locatiœ of the job placement assign
ment.
The assumed disadvantage of the time availability of the jcA>
placement with regards to the non-traditional student presumed that a
greater nunber of non-traditional cooperative educaticai students com
pared to traditional cooperative education students would be married
or divorced.

Thus, the non-traditional cooperative education stu

dents would have increased family committments and full-time arployment committments.

This implies that a difference would be observed

regarding the concerns of time availability of the job placement by
the traditional and nœ-traditional cooperative educaticai student,
but this was not supported by the various data analyzed.
Studies by researchers sucdi as

Billings (1970), implies that

prcblems have occurred because of outlying geographical Icxration of
the jcb placement assignment of students participating in the
cooperative education program.

Evidence regarding concerns of

geographical locatim of the job placement support the previous
research and shews that a difference does exist between traditicxial
and ncxi-traditional cooperative education students regarding the
concern of the geographical location of the jcb placement assignment.
Various factors contribute to this support:

(a) The scheduling of
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academic classes and the job placanent, (b) the geographical location
reduces the classroom time, and (c) the geographical location reduces
the student's ability to participate fully in college (on-cairpus)
life

eliminating student activities (Koos, Portman cited in

Heerman, 1973, p. 45).

The cooperative education program will need

to became more flexible and respond to external factors.

Variations

in the cooperative education methods (alternating, parallel, extended
day, field) and credentializing the work experience are strategies
vdiich cooperative education programs may adc^t to address this
concern.

Recommendations

Three reccxnmendations can be derived from the results of this
study.

One recommendation is the need for awareness with regards to

the ambiguity of defining the non-traditional student and the number
of factors vAiich may determine a non-traditional student.

The second

recommendation is the various cooperative education methods (alter
nating, parallel, field, extended day) which have an impact on the
type of cooperative education programs an institution may have and
the inconsistencies that nay result due to these various methods re
garding studies on cooperative education.

Thirdly, the awareness

that cooperative education is three-sided, the institution, the em
ployer, the cooperative education student, and each participant
shares equally in the development and progress of the cooperative
education program.
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The difficulty in establishing a profile of a typical non-tra
ditional student must be recognized.

The traditional and the non-

traditional student can be differentd.ated on the basis of age, full
er part-time enrollment, gender, marital status, a break in educa
tion, and prior full-time work experience, but it is not clear that
any one factor determines a traditicxial or non-traditional student.
Thus, based on the results of this study using various factors to
identify the non-traditional student may effect validity.

Due to the

anbiguities in defining the non-traditional cooperative education
student, it is recomnended that the ncxi-traditional student be definr
ed as one vho has had a year or more break in their education.
The offering of one cooperative education method will need to be
re-examined to include various cooperative education program methods
(alternating, parallel, extended day, field).

These various methods

offered by the institution will help to accommodate the changing
student, the changing workforce, and the industrial needs.
The cooperative education program is three-sided (the institu
tion, the employer, the student). Each participant shares equally in
the develc^xnent and progress of the cooperative education program.
The successful cooperative education program will need to recognize
this fact and strive to bridge the educational institution and vari
ous departments within the institution with the needs of industry.
Cooperative education can help the institution understand the changes
vhich are occurring and define the training strategies best suited to
the industrial surroundings.
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Recommandations For Further Research

As with any research, knowledge gained from the present study
identified additional questions vAiich should be investigated.
present study identified the career needs of the individual.

Hie
Further

stu<ty may be helpful as to the relationship betvreen the employ e s '
needs and the students' needs.

This will give a broader perspective

for the establishment of a stronger partnership between educaticaial
strategies and industry.
This stu<fy analyzed erne method of cooperative education, the
alternate method.

Investigations identi^ing more than one coopera

tive education program method (alternate, parallel, extended day,
field) should be conducted and each method analyzed individually and
the results compared.

Researching and comparing the other coopera

tive education methods and establishing any differences vhich may
exist will help to identic the methods vhich will best suited for
the changes which will occur in the student, the workforce, and the
worlglace.
The functiœi of cooperative education is compared to an equi
lateral triangle (Thcmas, 1969) since all the participants involved
have equivalent interests, doligaticxis, and responsibilities.

The

participants in the cooperative relationship are the institution, the
employer, and the cooperative educati<xi student.

QSiis study addres

sed the inter-relationship of the institution and the student and in
creased the awareness of the problems that exist.

Further research
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is recommended to include all the facets of the cooperative education
program.

Summary of the Study

Ihe cooperative education program has been recognized as an al
ternative to learning, bringing together the student, educatiaial
background, and occupational cç>portunity.

Through the National Com

mission of Cooperative Education (NCCE), a steacty growth of coopera
tive education programs in institutions have been recorded in the
past twenty years.

The model for cooperative educaticm programs is

one which was designed for the traditional student.
Cooperative education is an important means in achieving the
conjecture that education should be more relevant to work.
to equip the individual to change must be provided

The need

the educatiaial

institution and as our society changes, so will our skills and know
ledge need to change.

The program involves a cooperative and colla

borative relationship betwæn the institution, the employer, and the
•student.
This stxjày investigated the differences of the traditioial co
operative educatioi student and the non-traditioial cooperative edu
cation student with respect to benefits received from the various dimensiois of the cooperative education model at Maconb Cormunity Col
lege located in Warren in southeastern Michigan.

The sample in this

study included the total population of all coc^ierative education
students enrolled at the college during the fall of 1987.

From this
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population comparison groups were determined with respect to a break
in education, age, gender, marital status, and prior full-time work
eiç)erience.
Data were gathered throu^ the use of a self-administered ques
tionnaire.

The questionnaire was distributed to students participat

ing in the cooperative education assigned seminar classes.

Coopera

tive education students absent during the seminar class were nailed a
questionnaire.

Of the 192 cooperative education students enrolled,

171 questionnaires were returned.
Hie results of the data analysis were mixed.

Differences be

tween traditional and non-traditional cooperative education students
were not supported by the analyses of the desired credential outcome,
grade point average, and the time availability of the job placement
assignment.

The primary objective for cooperative education partici

pation and the convenience of the geogr^dücal location of the job
placement assignment shewed a difference between the traditional and
the non-traditicMial cooperative education student.

The secondary

variables of age, gender, marital status, and prior work experience
\dien analyzed with regards to the same factors (primary career objec
tive, desired credential outcome, grade point average, job placement
concerns) ccxisistently shewed no differences.
This investigation examined the traditional and the nonrtraditional student participating in the cooperative education program as
to differences that might exist.

Even though the data analyses were

incongrous, the various aspects which influence the distinction
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between traditional and non-traditional students, the diversity in
the cooperative education methods, and tdie cooperative relatiaiship
between the institution, the eirployer, and the student has increased
the avareness of the conplexity in the inter-relationships of the co
operative education program.

With the uncertainty of enrollment pat

terns in institutions, the changing employment market, and the chang
ing population, cooperative education will play an important role in
the world of the future.

Throu^ this investigation, it is hoped

that further studies will be initiated and will provide recommenda
tions for strategies in developing alternatives within the coopera
tive education program vhich will better serve the future population
in the inter-relationship of academic and work experience critical to
their development.
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November, 1987

Dear;
I am in the process of pilot testing the research instrument to be used
in conjunction with ny doctoral dissertation at Western Michigan Uni
versity. It is my hope that you are willing to help in this process by
completing the enclosed questionnaire.
The shift in employment patterns from an industrial society to a know
ledge and information based society means that many of the existing types
of jobs will disappear. With the change in the demands of the work
force, it is evident that an increasing number of workers will need to
link work with learning. The inter-relationship between education and
work provided by cxx^aerative education may be the best ^proach to
achieve this link. The purpose of this study is to investigate the dif
ferences of the traditional cooperative education student and the nontraditional cooperative education student with respect to the benefits
perceived from the various dimensions of the Macomb Community College
cooperative education program.
Your cooperation and participation in this study is appreciated. I can
assure you that all questionnaire responses will be held in the strict
est oxnfidenoe. Bie co)de number you may notice on the questionnaire will
be used oxily to determine those vdio have not responded after a perioad of
time so that follow-up mailings to enœurage response need not be sent to
the entire groxip.
Yonr responses are very important!
questionnaire and return it today.

Please take the time to complete the

I thank yoju in advance for your valuable assistant and prompt reply.
Sincerely,

Beatrix C. Dllrioii
Western Michigan University
Doctoral Student
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COOPERATIVE EDUCATION SURVEY

.37.

Please respond to the following statements regarding your enrollment at MCC and participation in the cboix-rative
education program.
I. COOPERATIVE TRAINING INFORMATION (Check the appropriate choice.)
Miat was your primary objective in participating in the cooperative education program? (Check one)
Improvement of existing skills
Preparation for job to be obtained
Personal interest
Other
_________________
Wiat is your desired degree outcome at MCC? (Check one)
Certificate program
Two-year associate degree
University transfer credit
Other
__
Vtiich statement laest describes your feeling about your participation in the cooperative education program at MCC?
(Oieck (tost appropriate)
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Average
Disappointed
Very disappointed
Before enrolling in MCC's cooperative education program did you have (Check one)
I I Prior full-time paid work experience
I I No prior full-time paid work experience
Was your cooperative education job placement available (Check one)
Only during t)ie day
Only during the evening
Both day and evening

Was the geographical location of your cooperative education job placement convenient for participation jn the
cooperative education program? (Check one)
Yes
No
Are you enrolled in the cooperative education program as a (Check one)
Parallel student
Alternate student
Are you currently enrolled in t)» cooperative education program (Check one)
Pull-time
Part-time
Did you have a break in your education? (Check one)
Yes
No
to the above, what v«as the length of break in your education?
______ Nunber of months
Nunber of years
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Are you cuiretitly enrolled at MCC (Check one)
Full-tm».' (12 hours oi more)
Part-nw (less than 12 hours)
What would hie the range of your grade point average? (Clicck the most appropriate)
4.00
3.59
2.99
2.59

- 3.60
- 3.00
- 2.60
- 2.00

What is your age?
What would make the cooperative education program more beneficial to you? (Explain)

II

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

Sex; 1~1 Male
Female

hterital Status:

Married
Single
Divorced
Separated
Widowed

THWK YOU FOR OOMFLETING HUS SURVEY
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Novaitber, 1987

Dear:

I am conducting a research project to determine the benefits ob
tained by students enrolled in a cooperative education program. As a
student enrolled in the cooperative education program at Maconb Com
munity College your responses to the items on the enclosed question
naire will be helpful in determining the aspects of the cooperative
education program vdiich are beneficial to the student.
The shift in employment patterns from an industrial society to a
knowledge and information based society means that many existing
types of jobs will disappear. With the change in the demands of the
work force, it is evident that an increasing number of workers will
need to link work with learning. The inter-relationship between ed
ucation and work provided by cooperative education may be the best
approach to achieve this link. The purpose of this study is to in
vestigate the differences of the traditional cooperative education
student and the non-traditional cooperative education student with
respect to the benefits perceived from the various dimensions of the
Macomb Community College cooperative education program.
Your cooperation and participation in this study is appreciated.
I can assure you that all questionnaire responses will be held in the
strictest ccxifidenoe. The code number you may notice on the ques
tionnaire will be used only to determine those v^o have not re
sponded after a period of time so that follow-up mailings to encour
age responses need not be sent to the entire group.
Your responses are very important! Please take time to complete
the questionnaire and return it today in the enclosed self-addressed
envelope.
I thank you in advance for your valuable assistance and prompt
reply.

Sincerely,

Beatrice C. Ullrich
Western Michigan University Doctoral Candidate
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January, 1987

Dear

Recently, I mailed you a questionnaire asking for your par
ticipation in gathering iroportant information regarding the co
operative education program at Macorrb Community College.
The research project is being conducted with the approval of the
Educational Leadership Department at Wfestem Michigan University and
the Cooperative Education Department at Macomb Community College.
Your cooperation and participation in this study is appreciated. I
can cissure you that all questionnedre responses will be held in the
strictest confidence. Bie code nunber you may notice on the ques
tionnaire will be used only to determine those who have not re
sponded.
Your responses are very important! Please take time to conplete
the questionnaire and return it today in the enclosed self-addressed
envelope. If you have already returned the questionnaire, please
consider this comraunicaticxi a "thank you" for your valuable assis
tance.

Sincerely,

Beatrice C. Ullrich
Western Michigan University Doctoral Candidate
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Please respond to the (ollowing staten»?nis regarding your enrollment, at MCC and participation in the coop*Tat ive
education program.
I.

COOPERATIVE TRAINING INFORMATION

(Check the appropriate choice.)

What was your pritwry objective in participating in the cooperative education program?

(Oieck one)

To help me gain experience
To help me gain employment
To clarify my career goals
To re-train for different employment
To help with college expenses
To re-enter the w r k force
Other

What IS your ckisired outcome at M X ?

(Check one)

Certificate program
Two-year associate degree
Transfer to a four year university/college
Other

Wiich statement best describes your feeling about your participation in the cooperative education program at MCC?
(Check most appropriate)
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Average
Disappointed
Very disappointed

What iwas the result of your cooperative education experience?
I
I

I
I

Provided skills necessary for employment
Improved my ability to communicate with others
Increased my confidence

Other

Before enrolling in MCC's cooperative education program did you have (Oieck one)

I

I

I 1

Prior full-line paid work experierx*
.No prior

full-time paid work

experience

Was your cooperative education job placement available at a lime that accommodated your needs? (Check one!
Available only during the da y
Available only during ttie evening
Available both day and evening

Was the geographical location of your ccxiperative education 50b placement convenient for participation in the
cooperative education program? (Check one)
Yes

No

Describe your current cooperative education assignment
Fill 1-time
Part-time

(Check one)

CONTINUED O N BACK
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Did you have a break in your education? (Check one)
I~1

I_1
If Ÿ K

Yes

to the above, what was the length of break in your education?

______ Nontjer of years

Are you currently enrolled at MCC
|~|

(Check one!

Full-time (12 hours or more)
Part-time (Less than 12 hours!

wtiai would be the range of your grade point average?

(Check the most appropriate)

4.00
- 3.60
3.59 - 3.00
2.99 - 2.60
2.59 - 2.00

What IS your curricular area?

What IS your age?

What would make the cooperative education program more berx?ficial to you?

11
S»3X:

(Explain)

OFMOGRAPMIC INFORMATION
I
I

I
I

Male
Fettvale

Militai Status:

Single
Married
Divorced
Separated
Widowed

If you would consider a personal interview allowing me to obtain additional insight to your cooperative education
experience, please list your name and telephone number.
Name
Telephone Nunrxtr

TOW« YOU FOB COMPLETUC THIS SURVEY
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